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Foreword
The contemporary art world is now defined by
an astonishing schedule of biennials, art fairs,
and international exhibitions devoted to new art.
An unprecedented level of global activity has
dramatically expanded the audience and market for
contemporary art over the last decade, providing
the opportunity for a new generation of artists,
dealers, and collectors to reshape the field, and
for new centers of contemporary art to emerge in
cities such as London, Mexico City, Shanghai, and
Los Angeles.
With this explosion of activity, the art world has
experienced significant change, both in how it
functions and in how it relates to audiences.
We’ve followed the rise of jet-setting independent
curators, the impresarios of dizzying display;
lamented the crisis of criticism; bemoaned
festivalism; and noted the decline of the museum’s
authority, all the while floating along with the flood
of art from Berlin to Basel to Miami, riding the
breaking wave of art history to the next glamorous
stop, where we all arrive exhausted, exhilarated, and
utterly bemused by the spectacle of it all.
Welcome to the 2006 California Biennial and to
Newport Beach, a place in many ways removed
from the centers of artistic discourse, production,
and commerce yet informed and influenced by its
proximity to Los Angeles, with easy access to large
and vibrant communities of artists. And while it
might be tempting to place the exhibition within
the old center/periphery dynamic or even to
suggest that it flips that relationship by defining
the center from outside it, the biennial is most
significant because as a museum we have chosen
to engage with young artists in our region to
the greatest extent possible, making a steadfast
commitment to the challenges and joys that come
from organizing such an exhibition. This is an
increasingly rare position from which to operate.
The biennial engages with artists at the point
in their careers when the clear-headed support,
scholarship, and public advocacy that only a
museum can provide really matter. We have decided
to expand our efforts to support young artists,
looking to highlight the multiethnic, multinational
influences within our local and regional contexts,
and to better understand the creative and social
impulses that surround us.
Our curatorial team for the 2006 California Biennial
has done just that, and I congratulate Elizabeth
Armstrong, deputy director for programs and chief
curator; Karen Moss, curator of collections and
director of education; and Rita Gonzalez, consulting
Foreword//

curator, for a remarkable effort, which includes
the exhibition, artist residencies, performances,
and significant acquisitions for our collection. I am
also grateful to the museum’s former curator of
contemporary art, Irene Hofmann, for her support
early in the process of organizing the exhibition.
The Orange County Museum of Art is fortunate
to have a board of directors, led by Tim Weiss,
that gives us the freedom to pursue this activity,
one that requires foresight and a commitment to
understanding that artistic success is measured on
a longer horizon than a fiscal year. James B. Pick
and Rosalyn M. Laudati are the patron saints of the
biennial, providing leadership support for the 2004
and 2006 exhibitions and a model of enlightened,
thoughtful, and selfless arts philanthropy.
We are especially grateful that Charles and Twyla
Martin are supporting the biennial this year and
that their exceptional commitment to California
artists is expanding to the next generation. Gilbert
E. and Victoria LeVasseur, important donors to
the museum, have joined the remarkable group
of people we have brought together to celebrate
the work of young artists. Peter Norton Family
Foundation has again helped us create an ambitious
exhibition, and the Nimoy Foundation continues to
celebrate the artist’s role in society by supporting
biennial artist residencies in our community. Barbara
and Victor Klein are steadfast biennial supporters
and are also among the most passionate champions
of contemporary art in Orange County.
Deutsche Bank is once again the presenting
sponsor of the biennial, and we are proud that
the museum and this exhibition are part of the
company’s unprecedented global commitment
to contemporary art. Many thanks to Alessandra
Digiusto, Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation; Liz
Christensen, Deutsche Bank Americas, Art Collection
Management & Curatorship; Ana Zamora, Deutsche
Bank Private Wealth Management; Michael J. Davis,
head of Western Region / US Private Bank; and
to trustee Craig Wells, director of Deutsche Bank
Private Wealth Management, who has championed
this project locally.
We are delighted to welcome several new donors
to the biennial, yet another sign that support for
the museum’s contemporary program is growing.
Louise Merage, Phyllis and John Kleinberg, and Elliot
Leonard and Roger Litz are wonderful additions
to our family of sponsors, and they represent the
adventurous new breed of collector now based
here. We are pleased that Arts Orange County
and Orange County Community Foundation have

joined us this year to provide support for artist
residencies. The museum also thanks new corporate
sponsor Theory and Andrew Rosen, president
and founder, and Craig Leavitt, president Theory
Retail, who were instrumental in securing this gift.
Additional thanks are due to 89.9 FM KCRW and
OC Weekly, our biennial media sponsors, whose
promotion of this important exhibition helps bring
new audiences to the museum. Michael and Kim
McCarty, of Michael’s Restaurant, Santa Monica,
generously hosted the biennial press lunch, which
featured the announcement of selected artists.
The entire staff of the museum has contributed
to the success of the biennial, and I would like to
especially thank curatorial assistant Stephanie
Garland, who has kept the entire administrative
effort running smoothly; registrar Tom Callas,
who ensured the safe and timely arrival of all the
art; and exhibitions and facilities manager Brian
Boyer and chief preparator Albert Lopez, for their
attention to all aspects of the installation. Special
thanks are also due to director of marketing and
communications Kirsten Schmidt, public relations
associate Kelly Dickson, and associate director of
development Ann Camp for their tireless effort
to promote and support the exhibition. I am also
grateful to director of school and tour programs
Kristine Bowen, manager of interpretive programs
and education media Tim Tompkins, research
assistant Sharon Robinson, education and public
programs assistant Jenni Stenson, and intern
Michael Ano for their work on the education and
public programs that are a key part of the biennial.
On behalf of the biennial curators I would also like
to acknowledge a number of additional individuals,
including their colleagues around the state and
beyond who offered advice early on, among them
Lauri Firstenberg, Miki Garcia, Gary Garrels, Berin
Golonu, Doug Hall, Eungie Joo, Clara Kim, Connie
Lewallen, Helen Molesworth, Shamim Momin,
Catherine Opie, and Margaret Tedesco.
We are grateful to our guest writers—Kristin
Chambers, Aimee Chang, Glen Helfand, Michael Ned
Holte, and Jan Tumlir—for the thoughtful artist
entries that they contributed to this catalogue.
Special thanks go to our editor, Karen Jacobson,
for her insights, collaboration, and great attention
to every detail of this book, and to Michael
Worthington and Yasmin Khan, for once again
delivering an inspired catalogue design.
In addition, we wish to thank the many other people
who made the exhibition and catalogue possible.
For their collaboration and enthusiasm, we extend

our heartfelt gratitude to Anna Helwing and Stacy
Fertig at Anna Helwing Gallery, Los Angeles; Charles
Guice at Charles Guice Fine Art Photography, LLC,
Berkeley; Steve Hanson at China Art Objects, Los
Angeles; Daniel Reich at Daniel Reich Gallery, New
York; David Kordansky and Natasha Garcia-Lomas
at David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles; Galerie
Michael Schultz, Berlin; Paule Anglim and Edward
Gilbert at Gallery Paule Anglim, San Francisco; Gallery
Sora, Tokyo; Gregory Lind at Gregory Lind Gallery,
San Francisco; Cheryl Haines at Haines Gallery, San
Francisco; Todd Hosfelt and David Stroud at Hosfelt
Gallery, San Francisco; Jack Hanley, Liz Mulholland,
and Ava Jancar at Jack Hanley Gallery, San Francisco
and Los Angeles; Jack Shainman and Zuleika Milan
at Jack Shainman Gallery, New York; James Harris
at James Harris Gallery, Seattle; Jeff Bailey Gallery,
New York; Lisa Dent and Cambria Shaw at Lisa Dent
Gallery, San Francisco; Piper Wynn Severance at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Alexis Hall at
Mardarin Gallery, Los Angeles; Marc Foxx and Rodney
Hill at Marc Foxx Gallery, Los Angeles; Max Wigram
at Max Wigram Gallery, London; Christian Haye,
Michele Maccarone, Renaud Proch, and Erica Redling
at MC, Los Angeles; Javier Peres, Richard Lidinsky,
and Sarah Walzer at Peres Projects, Los Angeles
and Berlin; Perry Rubenstein and Michael McKinney
at Perry Rubenstein Gallery, New York; Bennett
and Julie Roberts at Roberts & Tilton, Los Angeles;
The Saatchi Gallery, London; V. Joy Simmons, M.D.;
Susanne Vielmetter and Gosia Wojas at Susanne
Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects, Los Angeles; Steve
Turner at Steve Turner Gallery, Los Angeles; and
Janine Foeller and Jane Hait at Wallspace, New York.
Our gratitude also goes to the lenders and collectors who so generously parted with their works
for the duration of the exhibition: Nancy Joachim
Bechtle, San Francisco; J. Ben Bourgeois; Ann and
Robert S. Fisher, San Francisco; Jeffry and Maren
Grainger-Monsen; David Alan Grier, Los Angeles; Ann
Hatch, San Francisco; Marcia Goldenfeld Maiten and
Barry David Maiten, Los Angeles; Lenore and Richard
Niles, San Francisco; D. Scott Olivet, Laguna Beach;
Paul Rusconi, Los Angeles; Sam and Shanit Schwartz,
Beverly Hills; Dean Valentine and Amy Adelson, Los
Angeles; Loralee S. and Alfred P. West Jr., Oaks,
Pennsylvania; and several additional collectors who
wish to remain anonymous.
Finally, our warmest appreciation and thanks go to
all the artists in the 2006 California Biennial. It is their
creativity, energy, and dedication that inspire us and
those who visit the exhibition.
Dennis Szakacs
Director
Foreword//

Sponsor’s Statement
Deutsche Bank is proud to sponsor the 2006
California Biennial. For Deutsche Bank such a
curatorial pursuit of excellence is not only
praiseworthy; it is also fitting. The Bank has steadily
supported the work of young and emerging artists
for more than twenty-five years. Consequently
more than fifty thousand works of contemporary
art are displayed in Bank offices from Frankfurt
to São Paulo to Singapore, constituting the largest
corporate collection in the world.
Deutsche Bank believes that supporting art and
culture—through museum sponsorships, artist
commissions, and economic revitalization programs
for the arts—is an important way to give back to
communities where the Bank does business. As a
long-standing patron of new art, and a new partner
with the Orange County Museum of Art, Deutsche
Bank is pleased to once again support the California
Biennial.
Michael J. Davis
Head of Western Region / US Private Bank
Deutsche Bank Private Wealth Management
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Joel Morrison//
Alligator Shoes/George
Lucas, 2006//
cat. no. 76//

Zen fascists will control you
100% natural
You will jog for the master race
And always wear the happy face
Close your eyes, can’t happen here
Big Bro’ on white horse is near
The hippies won’t come back you say
Mellow out or you will pay
Mellow out or you will pay!
Jello Biafra and John Greenway,
“California Uber Alles,” 19791

Left//Karl Haendel//
Mapplethorpe is
dead, Helms is out,
Schwarzenegger is
governor, 2004//pencil
on paper//78 x 44
in.//collection of the
Orange County Museum
of Art; Museum
purchase with funds
provided through
prior gift of Lois
Outerbridge//

I’m baby oil and Kennedy
A half-robot firmed peck remedy
soon I will be president . . .
Bush power will soon go away
and I will be Führer one day
I will Commando all of you
Kalifornia über Alles
Über alles Kalifornia
Joel Morrison, “Kalifornia Über Alles,” 2006

B

iennial artist Joel Morrison’s update of the Dead
Kennedys’ “California Uber Alles” recycles the
venom of the original punk classic while spoofing
the utter peculiarity of the celebrity-obsessed moment
in which we live. While the lyricists of the original
version, Jello Biafra and John Greenway, condemned
the harsh mellow of then-governor Jerry Brown’s
selling out of progressive politics, Morrison takes on
both the steroid overdrive of movie star politics and
the macho overdrive of punk. In essence, his remake
mirrors the unlikelihood of an Austrian immigrant
landing in the sunshine of Muscle Beach, marrying
a Kennedy, playing a robot, and having a go at the
governor’s seat.
Karl Haendel’s upside-down portrait of the
“Governator,” Mapplethorpe is dead, Helms is out,
Schwarzenegger is governor (2004), included in the
2004 California Biennial, epitomized the topsy-turvy
conditions of that election year and was one of the
most overtly political works in the exhibition. And
now, two years later, the churning combination of
irreverence, sullen disbelief, euphoria, and formal
No World Order//35

Fantasy Verité

spectacle in Morrison’s update of the
Dead Kennedys’ lyrics is shared by the
other artists in the 2006 California
Biennial. Rather than presenting a specific
snapshot of current artistic production
in California, the work in the exhibition
reflects the sense of chaos and intensity
within the much larger cultural, social,
and political context: the state of no
world order.

Inserting the terms fantasy, California, and
politics into a Google search brought up
a site for California secession, a dream
called “just the blue of us.”2 This dream
of a California republic harks back to
the earliest ideas of California as utopia,
but it is also an indicator of the extreme
bifurcation of this country. While the
red state/blue state polarity deepens,
artists find numerous ways to express
political dissent. After all, fantasy and
politics commingle in California in myriad
formations. Just think of the curious
Californian figures who shape our views
of politics and popular culture: Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Gore Vidal, Arianna
Huffington, Rob Reiner, and even the
multicultural cast of Lost.3

Long characterized as culturally isolated,
young artists working in Northern or
Southern California are no more or less
disconnected from one another than
they are from either the rest of the
country or the rest of the world. Many
come here from other states or countries
to attend one of California’s outstanding
art schools or universities and stay
on after graduation because of the
abundant opportunities. In this climate of
burgeoning commercial galleries, thriving
nonprofit organizations, and cultural
exchanges between California institutions
and national or international partners,
their first exhibitions may just as easily
take place in Berlin or London as in San
Francisco or Los Angeles.
The artworks in the 2006 California Biennial
range from traditional paintings to
conceptual practices, taking the form of
objects, actions, and texts, presented in
the galleries, in the museum’s nongallery
spaces, or in the public realm. Many of
those represented in the exhibition have
hybrid practices, assuming multiple roles
as artist, archivist, anthropologist, critic,
curator, performer, and social activist.
Given the plurality of expression, diversity
of artists, and expanded opportunities
in contemporary art, how would we
approach the specificity of a California
biennial? While initially we wanted to
steer clear of an overarching curatorial
premise, after casting a wide net, we
identified six prominent themes, which
we call fantasy verité, historical and
archival consciousness, social interaction,
urban ecologies, adaptive identities, and
extreme object making. While these
categories are necessarily broad and
fluid, and many artists make works that
fall into more than one of them, they
reflect what we consider to be the most
significant tendencies in contemporary
art made in California.
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and fantasy have often provided the
allegories with which to critique power
structures and to take dark political
scenarios to extreme conclusions.
Fantasy verité gets at the free exchange
between ways of shaping stories and
ways of shaping objects. In some ways,
the artists discussed here abuse the
boundaries between fantastic narrative
conventions and quasi-scientific ways
of ordering knowledge. Sociological,
anthropological, and photojournalistic
traditions are used in concert with the
absurd, profane, and grotesque.

The mix of political rage and flights
of fancy that permeates the work of
performance collective My Barbarian
is typical of fantasy verité artists.
Its core members—Malik Gaines, Jade
Gordon, and Alexandro Segade—freely
A number of artists represented in the
sample the history of performance art,
show are proving that the terrain of
fantasy and the social and political realms twentieth-century music, and agitprop
to create a genre that they call “showare not mutually exclusive. As exhibitions
core,” a combination of mainstream
like the 2006 Whitney Biennial and
show tunes and hardcore, an invocation
Uncertain States of America have shown,
contemporary artists in the United States of a more demonic energy in rock
and punk. The subject matter of their
are agitated by the political climate
performance scripts reflects their wideand responding to it in both traditional
ranging interests: Arthurian legends,
and atypical ways.4 Science fiction
Disneyana, class warfare, Bob Fosse, and
ecotourism through time travel.
Nicolau Vergueiro invests materials with
magical qualities while excavating images
and icons from U.S. and Brazilian popular
culture. He choreographs extreme
polarities within his work—high and low
references, hard and soft materials.
Equally interested in conflations
of extremes, Pearl C. Hsiung makes
paintings and installations that seem
to reflect the instability of California’s
psychic and physical landscapes. Her
gurgling, erupting geological forms
provoke inescapable associations with
the most abject of human experiences.
Eschewing traditional notions of
landscape as a locus of the sublime and
transcendental, Hsiung’s works instead
suggest the sexiness and absurdity of
the wild gone wild.

My Barbarian//set photo
from Pagan Rights,
2006//

Scoli Acosta //. . . Day Was to Fall
as Night Was to Break . . . , 2006
(detail)//installation view, Daniel Reich
Gallery, New York//courtesy of the
artist and Daniel Reich Gallery,
New York//

The installations and drawings of Scoli
Acosta conflate dreamscapes with
historically resonant landscapes, from
Parisian monuments to the Badlands
of South Dakota. A recent installation
at Daniel Reich Gallery took Terrence
Malick’s film Badlands (1973) as the
starting point in an excursion that
involved Maxfield Parrish’s Daybreak
(a print of which appears in the film),
a moonshine distillery, and an altered
clip from the film that meditates on
the eyes of Sissy Spacek. Acosta’s work
falls in that twilight space somewhere

between the verité aesthetic of Malick
and the proto-psychedelic hues of
Parrish.
Expanding narrative cinematic codes
into the gallery, Marie Jager overlays
literary and cinematic references onto
real locations, and since her move to Los
Angeles in 2000, she has been especially
interested in using the city as the site of
her reimaginings of early science fiction
narratives. Jager’s most recent project
adapts the 1901 science fiction novel
The Purple Cloud by British writer M. P.
Shiel, relocating this “last man” narrative
to the Southland. Guided by a similar
interest in materializing fictive worlds,
Andy Alexander has reworked minimalist
objects into science fiction props. Think
of the resemblance of the monolith
from Stanley Kubrick’s 2001 to John
McCracken’s planks, and then enter the
space of Alexander’s works. His drawings
of architectural forms with mechanized
entrails have provided a new way to
convey the seemingly unbounded arena
of fantasy yet also relate to the artist’s
interests in the themed environments
and scripted spaces that play an
increasingly large part in our daily
experience.
Brian Fahlstrom’s recent paintings are
fantastic, dramatic, and surreal, exuding
an internal energy propelled by swirling
gestures, intense colors, and sinuous
lines. Hovering between abstraction and
representation, his pastoral pastiches
recall aspects of Renaissance painting,
Japanese woodblocks, and the late
work of Willem de Kooning. Fahlstrom’s
dreamlike paintings evoke an ambiguous,
unconscious sense of place as they
consciously comment on the process
and history of painting.
Shana Lutker’s ongoing projects
(involving drawings, bookmaking, and
sculptures) take the methodologies of
the archive and apply them to dream
logic. While her use of dream material
allies her with fellow L.A. artist Jim Shaw,
Lutker’s approach is to find exacting
ways to collate and disseminate this
content. While tracking the unconscious,
her diaristic narrations comment on the
blurring of fact and fiction in the media,
on the Internet, and at the highest
levels of government.
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Historical and Archival
Consciousness

images to organic materials, Hank
Willis Thomas appropriates the most
blatant and ubiquitous images of
Just as cinematic spaces and modernist
American material culture to comment
discourses have been reread through
on the commodification of race and
a sobering awareness of journalistic
culture. Thomas co-opts commercial
and documentary techniques, so too
advertisements in both his Branded
have the methodologies of history’s
and Unbranded photographic series. In
fabrication and archiving been a source
Branded, he places the logo as wound
for artists to defamiliarize. A body of
directly on the body, quite literally
criticism has developed on the influence
of documentary praxis and the aesthetics representing the concept of targeted
ads. Unbranded serves as an emporium of
of cinema verité on contemporary
images whose corporate identifiers have
art. Artists such as Walid Raad and the
been removed, leaving a hollowed-out
Atlas Group, Omer Fast, Kutlug Ataman,
history of the uses of race in advertising.
Tacita Dean, and Matthew Buckingham
have taken up where experimental
Painter Martin McMurray also unleashes
ethnographers such as Chris Marker,
ubiquitous images of national identity but
Jonas Mekas, Chantal Akerman, and Isaac
draws them from a seemingly boundless
Julien have left off.5 A number of artists
inventory of fallen political leaders and
in the 2006 California Biennial dialogue
military machinery. McMurray uses an
with this mobilized consciousness of the
almost anachronistic and flattening
static archive and make Borgesian spins
painterly technique to ruminate on the
on the factual.
tragicomic cast of global history.
Perhaps the suppression of images in
Iraq has further challenged artists not
so much to visualize the invisible but to
visualize the networks of power that
are responsible for withholding. The
Speculative Archive, the collective made
up of Julia Meltzer and David Thorne,
has worked with declassified material
to construct videos that are part
dossier and part meditation on imaging
Walead Beshty//Travel
apparatus. The Speculative Archive
has spent the last year collaborating
Picture (meadow),
with actors and filmmakers in Syria.
2006//C-print, film, and
The project is culminating in a video
X ray//81 x 47 in.//
installation about the political stakes of
free speech at this pivotal moment in
courtesy of the artist;
Syrian history. In his 2006 project for
China Art Objects, Los
the Hammer Museum, Walead Beshty
also delved into the recent history of
Angeles; and Wallspace,
dispossessed archival images, creating
New York//
a muted white-walled waiting room and
displaying blown-up photographs of the
abandoned Iraqi diplomatic mission in
the former East Germany. Through his
own writings as well as projects like the
installation at the Hammer, Beshty has
explored the seemingly at-odds escalation
in the creation of both monuments and
ruins in the twentieth century.
Like Beshty, Binh Danh engages with
the history of photography and in
particular looks at the photo-object’s
role as retainer of memory—as
souvenir and amulet. Danh works with
a photosynthetic process that allows
him to print images directly onto leaves.
He has recuperated images from the
Vietnam War but has more recently
extended his interest to the current
military engagement in Iraq. While Danh
plays with the erosion of historical images
in his transposition of photojournalistic
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Social Interaction

Binh Danh//Life, 2006, from the One
Week’s Dead Series//chlorophyll print
and resin//25 x 20 1/2 in.//courtesy
of the artist and Cheryl Haines
Gallery, San Francisco//

Rather than mining the archive or
deconstructing histories, other biennial
artists produce work that encourages
social interaction and direct engagement
with audiences. With art historical
roots in Fluxus as well as happenings
and other forms of early performance
art, their work intervenes into public
space and social spheres, inviting audience participation. In the 1990s French
critic Nicolas Bourriaud theorized
“relational aesthetics” to describe the
artistic practices emphasizing human
communication and social interaction
that he observed in works by Angela
Bulloch, Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Christine
Hill, Jorge Pardo, Andrea Zittel, and
others.6 In a similar vein, Kianga Ford, Kate
Pocrass, Sergio De La Torre, and Mario
Ybarra Jr. produce works that employ
social methods of exchange, forge a
relationship with the onlooker, and use
communication processes as tools to
connect human beings, as they engage
viewers to interact in spaces inside or
outside the museum. Their accessible yet
multilayered projects capture aspects of
everyday life, popular culture, and social
codes in specific urban sites.
Kianga Ford and Mario Ybarra Jr. both
collect snippets of urban culture
that they remix into interdisciplinary
installations. In Ford’s Urban Revival (2005),
museum visitors can sit on inviting red
couches and listen to an ambient sound
track sampled and remixed from various
cultural spaces in Los Angeles, ranging
from yoga studios and karaoke bars to
gospel church services. Even though the
sounds are familiar to some and foreign
to others, the process of sitting and
listening creates a collective experience
that promotes social interaction
Mario Ybarra also sampled culture in
his Promoganda campaign for the 2006
California Biennial, visiting bridal shops, old
motels, movie theaters, and swap meets
in search of overheard phrases that
reflect stereotypes about Orange County.
These phrases will appear in sculptural
word bubbles installed in the museum’s
café. Ybarra will also collect do-it-yourself
(DIY) ephemera from the public and then
disseminate it at clubs, malls, and the
museum to create a two-way distribution
and exchange system that attempts to
deconstruct stereotypes by allowing
ideas to rise through the DIY process.

documentary film done in collaboration
with Vicky Funari and feminist worker
groups from Tijuana, as well as the
alternative art space Lui Velasquez,
a site for developing cross-border,
interdisciplinary projects.
Like Ybarra, Kate Pocrass chose to delve
deep into Orange County to create
her Mundane Journeys, a series of sitespecific itineraries that encourage
museum-goers to experience public
space. Pocrass is identifying destinations
and creating tours that will take
participants to easily overlooked places
throughout Orange County, diverting
them from its omnipresent culture of
consumption. Using her hand-drawn maps
or a telephone hotline to find out about
unique destinations, visitors can take
part in social interactions in the gallery or
travel together to track down uncanny,
unnoticed locales.

Each of these artists brings the
cultural residue of Southern California
directly inside the museum, altering
its social ambience. Their projects are
collaborative, depending upon the
audience to complete the work and
to construct its meaning. Serving as
an antidote to depersonalized spaces
and public isolation, their work creates
convivial moments in which viewers may
interact with one another in different
social contexts.

Kate Pocrass//
Mundane Journeys New
York—Rather Than a
Place to Put Your Car,
2006//courtesy of the
artist//

Sergio De La Torre’s media projects
also function as intermediaries, incorporating actual dialogues and social
interactions. De La Torre’s works are
fundamentally collaborative in spirit and
practice, including Maquilapolis (2006), a
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source for the illusion. He sometimes plays
with the postproduction effects of digital
photography, transforming modernist
hilltop homes into hallucinatory sci-fi-like
structures floating precariously overhead.
At other times, buildings that appear to
have been altered by the artist turn out to
be straight documentation—testimony to
the impurity of postmodern Los Angeles
architecture.

Pocrass’s maps, with their attention
to seemingly mundane places as newly
considered sites of wonder, are just
one example of contemporary artistic
commentary on our relationship to
the natural and man-made landscape.
The interest in the environment or in
architecture (or in their interrelationship,
as observed by Reyner Banham7) has
fueled some of the most important art
in recent decades. In the 1960s earth
artists such as Walter De Maria, Michael
Heizer, and Robert Smithson responded
to the receding natural landscape by
embedding monumental earthworks
in it that explored the troubled
interrelationship among humankind,
art, and nature. The New Topographics
photographers of the 1970s, such as
Robert Adams and Lewis Baltz, focused
attention on the overdevelopment of the
landscape through the proliferation of
industrial parks, strip malls, and suburban
subdivisions. Throughout the 1980s
and 1990s, as commercial development
further displaced natural habitats and
environmental mismanagement became
increasingly evident, artists such as Joel
Sternfeld and Richard Misrach echoed
these concerns in photographs that
could have served as illustrations for
Mike Davis’s 1998 Ecology of Fear, a biting
critique of the sociocultural dysfunction
that allowed for the obliteration of
nature by developers. Today, as the dire
effects of global warming are borne
out, the environment has only taken on
renewed urgency.
As Robert Smithson wrote in 1968, “One’s
mind and the earth are in a constant state
of erosion.”8 Leslie Shows’s large-scale
collage paintings, in which representation
seems to dissolve into abstraction, play
with the idea of geological and cerebral
decomposition. Despite their fantastic
appearance, her paintings of apocalyptic
landscapes, composed of hundreds of
tiny scraps of paper collaged onto their
surfaces, are based on real photographs
of man-made and natural ruins. Lordy
Rodriguez shares Show’s interest in
representing different topographies,
creating map drawings that manipulate
the abstract language of cartography.
Using the vocabulary and methodologies
of mapmakers, he displaces their scalar
and geographic logic to create inventive
reorderings of space as well as regional
and national boundaries.
Amir Zaki has employed photography to
explore a similar interest in illusionism and
the landscape. The built landscape of Los
Angeles, with its hybridized structures
and blatant artifice, provides an endless
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Shannon Ebner//The Folding Up,
2003//cat. no. 33//

Chris Ballantyne//Untitled, Plaza, 2006//acrylic
and graphite on panel//48 x 36 in. //courtesy
of the artist and Peres Projects, Los Angeles
and Berlin//

Leslie Shows//Salt Mine Storage
Facility—Afghans, 2006//cat. no. 98//

Chris Ballantyne is interested in
monuments of an entirely different
kind—the anonymous structures and
empty spaces that characterize the
suburban landscape. In his spare, surreal
paintings on wood panels and in roomsize installations, he focuses on similar
subjects in the California landscape.
The sources of his paintings are sites
one might see amid the endless sprawl
of development between the city and
the country: swimming pools and ranch
houses; parking lots and golf courses;
and marshes, grasses, and other
vestiges of the natural environment. In
his installations Ballantyne transforms
these anonymous structures and empty
spaces into inadvertent monuments.
Bull.Miletic, the collaborative team of
Synne Bull and Dragan Miletic, makes
installations of historical monuments,
given form through the pair’s subtle
and skillful employment of video and
sound. Their video installations, studies
of temporal and spatial consciousness,
reveal the poetic but ominous sense of
place that one finds at landmarks such
as the infamous prison of Alcatraz or the
abandoned base-station gun installations
at Fort Barry in the Marin Headlands,
specific sites that evoke the California
coast’s chilling military history.
Shannon Ebner’s landmarks are
homemade, temporary “metamonuments” created from flimsy,
six-foot-high cardboard letters that
she erected and photographed on
location in and around Los Angeles.
The artist is intrigued by the forlorn
nature of abandoned monuments—onceglorified public sculptures that have
lost their significance over time in the
contemporary landscape. Ebner’s Dead
Democracy Letters series takes its cue
from the famous Hollywood sign, another
emblem laden with false promises.
The series’ title—combined with the
words spelled out in each panoramic
photograph, including nausea, hovering
on a cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean,
and landscape incarceration, temporarily
mounted in the high desert—reflects the
current state of fragility and toxicity of
our environmental and political climate.
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Adaptive Identities

Extreme Object Makers

Just as Ebner uses text to convey
emotional states or political positions,
other biennial artists use language and
personal histories as they appropriate
new identities or adapt narratives to
their own desires. Harking back to
Duchamp’s alter ego Rrose Sélavy and
to performance artists of the 1960s
and 1970s—such as Eleanor Antin, Paul
McCarthy, Linda Montano, and Adrian
Piper—biennial artists Arturo Ernesto
Romo and Goody-B. Wiseman utilize
different personae or alter egos, creating
performances or installations based on
fictive narratives that they write and
perform. Using the streets of East Los
Angeles and the photocopiers at Kinko’s,
Romo disseminates ephemera and does
performances under such guises as
Dr. Eufencio Rojas, Liki Renteria, and
Dr. Renato Frias, deliberately blurring
his own authorship and identity. In
her early videos based on personal
narratives, Wiseman performs bad-girl
rants or pseudosentimental laments,
taking on various stereotypical female
roles. She draws on both history and
popular culture for her work, and recent
projects include an installation in which
she fabricated an anthropologist’s
study of feral children and a series of
films inspired by iconic album cover
photographs.

Despite the increasingly diversified
nature of contemporary artistic practice, there continues to be a formalist
ethos at the core of art making today.
In fact, given the significant role
of dematerialization in recent art,
especially since the 1970s (from earth
art to conceptual art to performative,
collaborative, and socially engaged
practices), it may not be surprising that
there has been a resurgence of interest
in the fabrication of the object. The
reverence for object making evident
in this exhibition recalls the period
in the 1960s when young pop artists
like Claes Oldenburg and Jasper Johns
reversed Marcel Duchamp’s notion of
the readymade by making sculptures
that looked like everyday objects out of
plaster, vinyl, or cast bronze.

Artists Tim Sullivan and Ala Ebtekar
also appropriate from popular culture,
making ironic juxtapositions in their
work. With his pale skin, white hair, and
jaunty, dandyish appearance, Sullivan
has invented a persona that is part
Warhol, part Chaplin. In his photographs,
installations, and videos, he uses his
own body in improbable positions and
kitschy 1970s interiors, assuming roles
ranging from a disgruntled cowboy
named Uncle Joe to a conjurer. While
Sullivan’s characters are nostalgic and
very American, Ebtekar, in contrast,
synthesizes his own generation’s hip-hop
culture with his family’s Iranian traditions.
Overlaying Persian decorative motifs onto
American consumer goods—tennis shoes,
boom boxes, and athletic wear—he makes
installations that combine the ancient
and the contemporary, comfortably
shifting among ages, cultures, and media.
To some degree, all these artists
reference history or art history and
popular culture as they construct
identities or adapt narratives. Their
personae, characters, and multivalent
texts can be strange and surreal, but
they are open, fluid, and self-generating
rather than self-conscious. Unlike their
predecessors of the 1980s and 1990s
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Jane Callister//Waiting, 2003//acrylic on
sticker//60 x 60 in.//courtesy of the artist and
Susanne Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects//

Arturo Ernesto Romo//NarcoQuest
2006, 2006//photocopy on colored
paper//8 1/2 x 11 in.//courtesy of
the artist//

era of identity politics, many of whom
produced serious and sometimes didactic
work, the artists in the 2006 California
Biennial seem to navigate more seamlessly
among different cultures and modes
of production, sharing an interest in
absurdity, humor, and irony as strategies
for representing their own subjectivity.

Sterling Ruby//Ceramic/Two
Stratagem Peace Heads, 2005//
ceramic on Formica pedestal//38 x 46
x 46 in.//private collection, Chicago //

Joel Morrison creates a sense of exquisite
synthesis in artworks that border on
overwrought. He bombards us with
references from the history of art:
fragmented classical Greek sculptures
and the works of Constantin Brancusi,
Marcel Duchamp, Medardo Rosso, Claes
Oldenburg, Jeff Koons, Mike Kelley, and
Jason Rhoades are just of few of those
alluded to in this artist’s fluid sampling
from the greats. Morrison’s use of
pedestals and precious materials ensures
that we see these sculptures as elevated
(fine art), but their content (often casts
made from detritus) is at constant play
with their presentation as he bridges
high and low, anthropomorphic and
technomorphic, repulsive and beautiful.
Jane Callister turns walls and canvases
into extremely seductive objects, calling
up the legacy of abstract expressionism
only to counter it. Her rigorously
controlled handling of paint—combined
with her smooth, glossy surfaces—results
in an aesthetic that is more cool than
hot (an aspect of California art that has
been noted by critics since the 1950s),
displaying a dazzling Technicolor fusion of
electronic age with toxic sunset.
Christian Maychack shares this reverential
attention to fabrication and finish. His
sculptural creations are often fused with
architecture in site-specific works that
comment on the rogue nature of disease,
freak weather, and other dystopic
themes. Seamlessly connected to their
functional settings like parasites to hosts,
his sculptural works draw attention to
aberrance, whether aesthetic, social, or
genetic. Equally extreme and compelling
objects appear in Sterling Ruby’s
interdisciplinary installations, which
combine different media to achieve a
maximal effect. His formal acuity and
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technical facility are visible in his densely
layered collages, heavily worked prints,
and urethane and ceramic sculptures that
sprout stalactite growths and ooze with
dripping glazes. Whatever the medium,
Ruby’s intense objects appear abstract
but evoke memories of the body and
biology, shock and trauma, presenting
a visceral vision that simultaneously
attracts and repels.

Whether 1979 Dead Kennedys or 2006
Joel Morrison, hippies or punks, freedom
or fascism, blue state or red state, the
“Kalifornia Über Alles” lyrics epitomize
the complexity, contradiction, and
polyvocality of this locale. The artists in
the 2006 California Biennial have distinct
interests, ideas, and obsessions, which
are conveyed through myriad lenses:
their works represent a larger whole, a
bold kaleidoscopic portrait of aspects
of current practices in California. While
some artists choose to focus upon sites
or subjects identified with this precise
place at this particular time, most evoke
a broader zeitgeist that transcends
geography in works that range from
the extremely formal to the absurd and
fantastic to the blatantly political.
Reflecting the sense of chaos and anomie
in contemporary life and the absence of
visual representation of current events,
the biennial artists bring a palpable
and poetic vision to the ecstasy and
exuberance, fear and terror that live in
our collective imagination. They draw
upon unconscious desires, dreamlike
imagination, and humor; mine subjects
from the flow of history or employ
archival strategies; engage viewers to
interact in social spaces; respond to
urban, suburban, and entropic landscapes;
adapt narratives or construct multiple
identities; and produce exquisitely
rendered objects that mutate traditional
forms and media to create new hybrids.

Notes
1. The lyrics to “California Uber Alles” were
apparently updated by Biafra in 2004 as
“Kali-Fornia Uber Alles 21st Century” for
a collaborative tour and album with the
Melvins (“California Über Alles,” Wikipedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California_
Uber_Alles).
2. New California Republic, http://
newcaliforniarepublic.org.
3. Though shot in Hawaii, Lost, which takes
place on an imaginary Pacific island, is
produced in Burbank.
4. See Chrissie Iles and Philippe Vergne, 2006
Whitney Biennial: Day for Night (New York:
Whitney Museum of American Art, 2006),
and Uncertain States of America: American
Art in the Third Millennium (Oslo: Astrup
Fearnley Museet for Moderne Kunst, 2005).
5. Catherine Russell, Experimental Ethnography:
The Work of Film in the Age of Video
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1999).
6. Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics,
trans. Simon Pleasance and Fronza Woods
(Dijon: Presses du réel, 1998).
7. Reyner Banham, Los Angeles: The
Architecture of Four Ecologies (London: Allen
Lane, 1971).
8. Robert Smithson, “A Sedimentation of the
Mind: Earth Projects,” in Robert Smithson:
The Collected Writings, ed. Jack Flam
(Berkeley: University of California Press,
1996), 100.

During the past few years we’ve
experienced a posttraumatic hangover
from 9/11, the shock and awe of
Afghanistan, terror alerts, tragic
tsunamis, incessant insurgency in Iraq,
and the looming fear of cataclysms
brought on by war, disease, or climate
change. We live in a moment that includes
extreme repression and the scripted
narratives of mass media, but also the
meteoric rise of the blogosphere and the
embrace of artistic practice as a bastion
of freedom of expression and rebellion.
It is no coincidence that the artists
in the 2006 California Biennial produce
bold, intense, thoughtful, and visually
compelling works that respond to the
ambiguity and anxiety of our times.

Amir Zaki//Untitled, OH_03X, 2004//light-jet
digital C-print//88 1/2 x 69 1/2 in. framed//
courtesy of the artist; Roberts & Tilton, Los
Angeles; James Harris Gallery, Seattle; and Perry
Rubenstein Gallery, New York//
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The Artists////////////////////////////
Scoli Acosta//Andy Alexander////////////
Christopher Ballantyne//Walead Beshty///
Bull.Miletic//Jane Callister//Binh Danh////
Sergio De La Torre//Shannon Ebner///////
Ala Ebtekar//Brian Fahlstrom////////////
Kianga Ford//Pearl C. Hsiung//Marie Jager//
Shana Lutker //Christian Maychack ///////
Martin McMurray//Joel Morrison//////////
My Barbarian//Kate Pocrass/////////////
Lordy Rodriguez//Arturo Ernesto Romo////
Sterling Ruby//Leslie Shows//////////////
The Speculative Archive//Tim Sullivan/////
Hank Willis Thomas//Nicolau Vergueiro////
Goody-B. Wiseman//Mario Ybarra Jr.//////
Left//X, 2003//XX//

Amir Zaki/////////////////////////.

Below//Receptionism, 2003
Performance and installation, Ecole Nationale des Beaux Arts, Lyon, France//courtesy of the artist and Daniel Reich Gallery, New York

Scoli Acosta
Aimee Chang

S

coli Acosta’s installations—which include, among other things,

drawings, paintings, prints, sculptures, lights, video, and sound—
are an outgrowth of his work as a performance artist in Paris

from 1999 to 2004. Originally planning a short, discrete homage to
the nineteenth-century French author and wanderer Gérard de Nerval,

Left//. . . Day Was to Fall as Night
Was to Break . . . , 2006//installation
view, Daniel Reich Gallery, New York//
courtesy of the artist and Daniel
Reich Gallery, New York//

Acosta ended up following his interest in the writer for three years,
completing a number of Nerval-related projects in the process. His lack of
fluency in French at the beginning of his sojourn “left so much imaginary
space,”1 and the resulting body of work has a mystical, dreamlike quality,
influenced by Nerval’s insanity and by surrealism. The final body of work
Acosta //49

The Sun Is a Star,
2004//graphite on
paper//11 5/8 x 8 1/4
in.//courtesy of the
artist and Daniel Reich
Gallery, New York//

Performance still from Piquillo ou le Rêve de Mr.
Hulule, 2002//Les Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers,
Aubervilliers, France//courtesy of the artist and
Daniel Reich Gallery, New York//

included photographs, drawings, sculptures, and perhaps most comprehensively, a
comic opera with six actors and elaborate costumes and set. Acosta describes the work
as “a net of relationships around [Nerval]. What begins as an academic study is rendered
poetically utilizing minute historical liaisons and layering them with my own evolving
visual vocabulary, the mechanics of low technology, and music.”2
Newer works have continued to follow this model. A recent multimedia installation,
Big Well (2005), focused on a roadside attraction in Kansas featuring “the world’s largest
hand-dug well,” and a new installation will explore Terrence Malick’s 1973 cult classic
film Badlands. Sissyeyes (2005–6), a video from the latter body of work, shows Sissy

Owl Explosion, 2004//
acrylic, watercolor, and
graphite on paper//11
5/8 x 8 1/4 in.//
courtesy of the artist
and Daniel Reich Gallery,
New York//

Spacek running ahead and turning to look at us. The soft, static-y soundtrack is taken
from a recording made by the Cassini spacecraft of the impact of previously unknown
dirt between the rings of Saturn, alluding to Acosta’s interest in stars and outer
space. This video, like many of his drawings, is framed by a “sunglass or nightshade
framework” that forces the viewer to literally look through the eyes of the artist.

Big Well, 2005//installation view, Liste Fair,
Basel//courtesy of the artist and Daniel Reich
Gallery, New York//

Showing a “perspective from inside the body,” these viewfinders often
present varied, multiperspective scenes in which our own/the artists’
hands seem to play a part.3 Eyes and sight appear as repeating motifs in
Acosta’s work, from multiple drawings in which rays of light or floods of
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Night Flower (There
are moons), 2004//

water emanate from the eyes to an early body of self-portraits made by

watercolor, tempera,
graphite, and acrylic on
paper//36 x 24 in.//
courtesy of the artist
and Daniel Reich Gallery,
New York//

Like that of his peers Mindy Shapero and Lara Schnitger, Acosta’s art

tossing a camera into the air.

Notes
1. Scoli Acosta, in Scoli Acosta,
2000–2003, Paris: A Deep
Puddle & Piquillo ou le rêve
de Mr Hulule ([Aubervilliers]:

is handmade and low-tech. His installations feature photocopies, waves

Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers;

made from flip-flops, and papier-mâché sculptures. This quality accentu-

[Paris]: Ecole Nationale

ates Acosta’s hallucinatory vision and the ties between his work and its
idiosyncratic source material, from Nerval to the Americana of roadside
attractions and Badlands.

Supérieure des Beaux-Arts,
2005), 123.
2. Ibid., 7.
3. Scoli Acosta, conversation with
the author, January 29, 2006.
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Below//LoveCraft, 2003
Digital print//5 x 7 in.//courtesy of the artist and China Art Objects, Los Angeles

Andy Alexander
Rita Gonzalez

I

n a comparison of science fiction and horror movies, film theorist
Barry Keith Grant has argued that a key difference between the two
genres is the type of response that each elicits from the audience:

the appeal of science fiction is cognitive and cerebral, while that of
horror is emotional and visceral.1 Andy Alexander’s work, inspired by the
visual and textual strategies of both genres, investigates this spectatorial disconnect across genres and transposes it to a consideration of
medium specificity. He translates the seemingly disconnected narrative
expectations of both horror and science fiction onto minimalist forms in

Left//Read More, Work Less, 2005//
installation view, Art Forum Berlin//
cat no. 2//

sculptural works such as Revolution with Coax (2001) and Light as a Feather,
Stiff as a Board (2002) and into highly detailed but ultimately fantastic
schematic drawings.
Alexander//53

Since he made his earliest work as an undergraduate at the University of California, Los Angeles, Alexander has been interested in the
“psychological interiors of minimal sculpture,”2 not unlike his former

I Long for the Long Arm of the
Law, 2000//installation view, 1st
Floor Artists & Writers Space,
Melbourne, Australia//courtesy of
the artist and China Art Objects,
Los Angeles//

professor Charles Ray. Alexander’s early sculptures evoke Grant’s
description of the cinematic spaces of science fiction as “unwinding
and endlessly revealing a vastness of space and fluidity of time.”3 His
installation Learning Telepathy (1999) contained a minimalist box attached
to the wall, referred to by the artist as a “satellite,” which projected
scenes from the science fiction movie Brainstorm (1983) and the horror
flick The Other (1972).
Alexander’s drawings initially functioned as sketches for sculptures,
but as his ideas became more complex, it became next to impossible to
fabricate corresponding sculptures. In Bed (2004), the piece of furniture
is not just a site for sleep but also has an intricate hydraulic mechanism
underneath that levitates while a green light radiates upon it from
the ceiling like an UFO. In Capitalism, Explained (2004), a machine called
“murder” concocts an assortment of T-shirts with sayings like “I love
ideas,” while a secret trap door exposes a hidden underground contrap-

Capitalism, Explained!
2004//inkjet print, wood,
Plexiglas//24 x 36 in.//
courtesy of the artist
and China Art Objects,
Los Angeles//

tion labeled “I love Freud.” The ghosts of the turn of last century make
the leap into the slapdash design world of the current global market.
While working on his MFA at Art Center College of Design, Alexander
became more interested in scripted spaces such as theme parks. As
a spatial metaphor for telepathy, the roller coaster is an engineering
feat that connects its riders in a “forced, empathic relationship.”

Read More, Work Less, 2005
(details)//installation view, Art Forum
Berlin//cat no. 2//

Theme architecture, with its nostalgia for squandered pasts, also
interests Alexander. His recent drawings reflect a pronounced interest
in Victorian art and design. First installed at the art fair Art Forum
Berlin in 2005, Read More, Work Less is a large-scale illustration on strips
of sticker vinyl that create a trompe l’oeil neo-Victorian reading room

Revolution with Coax,
2001//installation
view, Gertrude
Contemporary Art
Spaces, Melbourne,
Australia//courtesy of
the artist and China Art
Objects, Los Angeles//

that evokes the graphic novels of
Alan Moore. Alexander has said that
an illustrator works to describe
someone else’s idea and that he
is drawn (no pun intended) to the
occult facet of illustration as a

Walls That Divided the World as the Mere Line
between Their Covers Does Four Books, 2003//
Hyperion saga and Plexiglas//7 x 4 x 8 1/2 in.//
courtesy of the artist and China Art Objects,
Los Angeles//

type of “channeling.” Asked who

Notes

it is that he channels, Alexander

1. Barry Keith Grant, “‘Sensuous
Visible in the Science-Fiction

doing illustration [in my drawings]

Film,” in Alien Zone II: The Spaces

is fascinated with the occult, set

Annette Kuhn (London: Verso,

design, and theatricality. It’s a
version of me that is more relaxed
about the possibilities of there
being the supernatural.”

Alexander//54

Elaboration’: Reason and the

responds that the “person who is

of Science Fiction Cinema, ed.
1999), 17.
2. All quotations from the artist
are from a conversation with
the author, March 5, 2006.
3. Grant, “‘Sensuous Elaboration,’” 18.
Alexander//55

Below//Untitled, Drain (Gloryhole) , 2005
Cat. no. 4

Christopher Ballantyne
Karen Moss

A

swirling whirlpool of water draining a lake, a deserted parking lot,
irregular additions to a suburban home—Christopher Ballantyne’s
paintings reveal humankind’s impact on the environment. Ballan-

tyne grew up in California, Texas, and Florida, and his work evidences

Left//Untitled, Warehouse,
2005//acrylic and graphite on
panel//48 x 36 in.//courtesy
of the artist and Peres Projects,
Los Angeles and Berlin//

years of surfing in coastal locations and skateboarding amid the suburban
sprawl of anonymous parking lots and minimalls, ranch houses, and
swimming pools. He depicts interstitial spaces situated somewhere
between the rural, the suburban, and the exurban, where the built environment encroaches on the natural landscape.
Ballantyne//57

An iconic central image and clearly defined periphery
provide anchors in Ballantyne’s paintings of predominantly
uninhabited scenes that evoke what he calls “a manmade
emptiness.” He represents generic locations, then shifts our
usual perception by using an overhead “flyover” perspective to show a macroscopic view of a site but also includes
microscopic details observable only at street level. Whether
making small-scale panels, large paintings, or room-size installations, Ballantyne creates a sense of endless space that
continues beyond our viewing range. With their flat colors,

one can almost feel the gravita-

limited shadows, and minute brush strokes, his spare, meticu-

tional pull of this maelstrom,

lous paintings of landscapes emanate from memory and from

which is simultaneously sublime

an indelible, sometimes surreal sense of place.

and foreboding.

Ballantyne’s small-scale panel painting Untitled, Parking

Ballantyne also makes site-

Lot (Landing Strip) (2005) depicts an abandoned lot with odd

specific installations that incorpo-

elements: a deep, open trench with a drain; a looming yellow

rate architectural elements. Early

flower-shaped halo of streetlamps; and an overall yellow-green

in 2006 he completed a large-

glow that makes the entire scene feel otherworldly. Equally

scale mural at the Art Gallery of

strange is Untitled (Additions) (2004), a home that appears to be
endlessly sprouting new appendages, constantly mutating like
an uncanny and uncontrollable suburban dream/nightmare.
During the past year Ballantyne made a series of paintings
of funnel-shaped spillways called “glory holes,” which serve as
water outlets when dams reach their capacity. In his Untitled,
Drain (Gloryhole) (2005), a central sinkhole of water implodes
into the composition with vast centrifugal force. As in many
of his paintings, a minimal form elicits a maximal sensation:

Ontario in Toronto—a scene of

Untitled (Additions),
2004//cat. no. 3//

houseboats on the ocean that
spans three walls and traverses a
doorway—and he is making a new
site-specific wall painting for the
2006 California Biennial.
In graduate school Ballantyne
became interested in Italo Calvino’s
Invisible Cities, in which Marco Polo
tells Kubla Khan of his journeys to
hypothetical cities. His narration
is disconnected and discontinuous, while the architecture
he describes is fantastic: images
are culled from imagination and
memory; snippets of the ordinary
have become extraordinary.
These qualities are also evident
in Ballantyne’s work: rendered

. . . and we’ll drift
across the silver waves,
2006//installation view,
Art Gallery of Ontario,
Toronto//courtesy of
the artist and Peres
Projects, Los Angeles
and Berlin//

using an economy of means, each
landscape is contingent, decontextualized, and reconstructed from

Top//Untitled, Parking Lot (Landing Strip), 2005//cat. no. 6//
Bottom//Untitled (Labyrinth), 2005//cat. no. 5//

memory and a keen sense of place.
Ultimately Ballantyne is interested
not only in the dialectic between
nature and culture, or landscape
and architecture, but also in the
phenomenology and psychology of
how we experience space.
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Below//Installation view, Hammer Projects: Walead Beshty
Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, 2006

Walead Beshty
Aimee Chang

W

alead Beshty is an artist intensely interested in the history,
uses, and meaning of photography. An early work, Absent SelfPortrait #3 (Age Progressions) (2002), shows a series of eight self-

portraits artificially aged by a forensic artist from the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children. Each portrait started with a photograph
of Beshty between the ages of six and twelve and resulted in an imagined
picture of him at age twenty-five. The marked typological differences
among the portraits recall photography’s use as a eugenic tool, while
highlighting Beshty’s continued interest in photographs as embodiments

Left//Travel Picture (rose), 2006
(detail)//C-print, film, and
X ray//81 x 47 in.//Hammer
Museum. Purchase//

of the inherent gap between signifier and signified.
Often serving as a stand-in for the real, a photograph nonetheless
represents absence and the passage of time, perhaps nowhere more
poignantly than in imagined pictures of missing children as they would
Beshty//61

look if present. More recently, Still Lives in the Observatory (2005–), Beshty’s series of black-andwhite photographs of Le Corbusier–era artifacts posed against a studio backdrop, continues his
exploration of portraiture without sitters through its evocation of time and character.
Beshty’s works also examine the role of photography in the construction of capitalism and

The Critic, 2005//color
photograph//25 x 21 in.//courtesy
of the artist; China Art Objects, Los
Angeles; and Wallspace, New York//

empire, especially in terms of architectural documentation and advertising. His Excursionist Views
(2001–5) respond to the dialogue in photography initiated by social documentarian Jacob Riis.
Beshty notes that Riis referred to the audiences for his stereographic magic lantern pictures of
turn-of-the-century New York tenements as “excursionists” and said in a 1888 interview that “the
beauty of looking into these places without actually being present there is that the excursionist
is spared the vulgar sounds and odious scents and repulsive exhibitions attendant upon such a
personal examination.” Beshty notes that “Riis’ use of the word beauty to describe scopic remove
proved prescient, underscoring the voyeuristic promise, the seductive spectacle, and the safe
remove that has defined photography ever since.”1 Beshty’s own series presents stereographic
shots of failed housing developments designed by well-known architects. Shot with day-for-night
photography, the images have a beautiful silvered quality that almost, but not quite, obscures the
boarded-up windows of the structures. Devoid of people, each photograph returns “the abandoned
housing to the idea state that architecture begins in” and underscores the “sublime failure, the
heroic inability of idealized form to describe the world of the social.”2

Island Flora #5 (Rte.
405 and Rte. 10
Interchange), Island
Flora #6 (Rte. 101
South Bound), and
Island Flora #7 (Service
Rte. 1), 2005, from the
series Terra Incognita//
cat. nos. 13–15//

Absent Self-Portrait #3 (Age
Progressions), 2002//8 color
photographs//22 x 19 in.
each//courtesy of the
artist; China Art Objects,
Los Angeles; and Wallspace,
New York//

Less elegiac and hilariously in keeping with the style
of product photography, Furreal Friends, Luv A Lot Bear, Play
Along and Dragon Ball Z, Majin Buu, Tyco (both 2005) show
Beshty’s disembodied hand, life-size, inappropriately fondling
and probing various fleshy and furry toys, making explicit
advertising’s implication of the erotic pleasure of commodities. An outgrowth of The Phenomenology of Shopping (2001–
3)—a series depicting Beshty in various malls with his head
inserted in consumer products such as pillowcases, washing
machines, and plastic leis—these images document the artist’s
continued physical enactment of forbidden impulses in the
commercial realm.
Beshty//62

Notes
1. Walead Beshty, “Excursionist
Views” (unpublished essay,
2005).
2. Ibid.
Beshty//63

Below//Still from Heaven Can Wait , 2001–present
Cat. no. 18

Bull.Miletic
Karen Moss

B

ull.Miletic, the team of Synne Bull and Dragan Miletic, began working
together in 2000 while attending San Francisco Art Institute.
Their collaborative video production investigates temporal and

spatial aspects of environments ranging from urban centers to natural
landscapes. According to the artists: “By investigating the nuances
between presentation and representation in our immediate surroundings
we expose the ordinary as a succession of spectacles in between physical
and imagined space. . . . We filter time through a control of moving images
and develop new space-time, independent of its original environment,

Left//Island of the Pelicans, 2003//
installation view, Headlands Center
for the Arts, Sausalito//cat. no. 20//

where shifting realities re-appear in an instant or a glance.”1
In their End of the West series, the artists explore Northern
California historical landmarks, including Alcatraz Island, the former
Bull.Miletic//65

federal penitentiary and current tourist attraction. Island of the Pelicans (2003) includes two
identical video monitors aligned side by side in a large, dark room. Synchronized fragments of

Sighting Unseen,
2003–5//installation
view, Headlands
Center for the
Arts, Sausalito//
courtesy of the
artists//

video footage captured simultaneously with two cameras played at slightly different intervals
create a panorama divided into two cells—a “doppelgänger” view of Alcatraz. Like minimal
sculptures floating within an expansive space, the twin monitors serve as a metaphor for
the isolated landmass in the ocean. Permeating the installation are ambient sounds recorded
on-site at the former prison: pouring rain, crashing waves, and unidentifiable noises express
the uneasy memories of exile, loneliness, and displacement associated with this infamous site.
The installation’s immersive environment creates a visceral feeling that vacillates between
presence and absence as well as vantage points from “inside” and “outside” the prison. Paying
homage to the aesthetics of the first generation of structuralist filmmakers, Bull.Miletic
transcend their formalist agenda with this distinctly phenomenological elegy to the prison.
Sighting Unseen (2003–5), another project in The End of the West series, references early
twentieth-century military observation posts—coastal “base-end stations” on both sides of
the Golden Gate Bridge that assisted gunners in calculating the ranges of enemy ships. Twelve
small LCD screens with panoramic views shot from each of these stations are suspended from
the ceiling, while twenty-four speakers emit asynchronous monotones of bells. Seeing multiple
horizons through the “eyes” of the historical gunneries and hearing the eerie sound of ships,
one contemplates the sense of constant surveillance and impending invasion that we live
with today.

Still from Whir, 2002//
cat. no. 19//

Stills from Island of the Pelicans, 2003//cat. no. 20//

Bull.Miletic’s Cities in Motion series explores the qualities of different urban
environments. In their single-channel video Whir (2002), shot in San Francisco,
a panoply of images and tempos capture different moments when, according
to the artists, “the city is no longer a clearly localizable spatial unit, but has
transformed itself into an ‘urban field,’ a collection of activities instead of a
material structure.”2 In 2001 Bull.Miletic began working on their ongoing “lifelong”
project, Heaven Can Wait, a series of panoramic videos shot from revolving restaurants around the world. Using the revolving restaurant as a “giant tripod,” they

Bull.Miletic//66

Notes
1. Synne Bull and Dragan Miletic,
artists’ statement e-mailed to
the author, May 2006.
2. Synne Bull and Dragan Miletic,

point their camera at the “kinetic” horizon. Later the footage is edited down to a

artists’ statement on their

few minutes, resulting in works that question our perception of space and time

Web site, http://www.

and the interaction of moving images and the physical world.

asp?id=whir.

bull.miletic.info/element.
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Below//Space Rocks , 2006
Acrylic on canvas//36 x 60 in.//courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects

Jane Callister
Kristin Chambers

J

ane Callister is one of a generation of painters whose work straddles
the traditionally established line between abstraction and representation. Like many of her contemporaries, such as Ingrid Calame and

Fabian Marcaccio, Callister offers a fresh approach to abstraction that
marries the physical action of painting to more popular concerns while
also allowing the materiality and properties of paint to make their own
mark. The resulting canvases, wall paintings, and installations pay homage
to, and transcend, the rich and heavy history of abstract expressionism.
While Jackson Pollock’s poured, splattered, and largely improvised
canvases were meant to express the physicality and emotion of the

Left//High-C-spiked, 2006 (detail)//
acrylic on canvas//24 x 24 in.//
courtesy of the artist and Susanne
Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects//

painter himself, Callister takes this dynamic language and injects it with
a sense of mindfulness that encourages one to consider what the artist’s
deliberate splats, pours, and swirls of paint might be alluding to. Works
such as Pink Mountain (2001), Cosmic Landslide (2005), High-C-bound (2006), and
Callister//69

Mai Tai Monsoon (2006) are a lively combination of
control and happenstance with clear allusions to
the natural landscape, space, and the mysterious
territory of the mind (potentially altered by
spiked fruit punch or too many mai tais).
Callister allows the viscosity of paint
and the laws of physics to play a large role in
creating the final work. Paint is poured onto
the canvas, dragged with rags, and dripped
across the surface while the canvas is tipped
and turned, but it is also at times deliberately
manipulated and carefully combined with collage
elements. Her abiding interest in the physicality
of paint is further evident in paintings made
directly on the gallery walls. These works
combine a traditional study in perspective
with haphazard spills and puddles of acrylic
paint applied to and emerging from the wall.
Callister inventively pours paint over a base of
self-adhesive film and “then cuts around the
spills leaving an edge of the film visible, both
emphasizing and containing the shape of the
paint.”1 These adhesives—ranging from organic
drips to small, delicately molded rocks—emerge
from the flat landscape of the wall into the
viewing space, further stretching traditional
definitions of painting.
Callister deftly takes the language of
painterly abstraction and pushes and pulls at its
edges, literally and metaphorically. The combination of the artist’s handling of paint with a
palette of retro, acidic, fiery, and novelty-candy
colors adds up to canvases that are suggestive
at once of the arid expanses of the West and of
the psychedelic mind/landscape of Tom Wolfe’s

Mai Tai Monsoon, 2005//acrylic on canvas
48 x 48 in.//courtesy of the artist and Susanne
Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects//

Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test.
Notes
1. Jane Callister, artist’s statement e-mailed to the author, February
2006.

Top//Wasabi Sunset, 2006//cat. no. 24//
Bottom//Wasabi (Sky) spikes, 2006//
cat. no. 22//
Callister//70

High-C-bound, 2006//acrylic on
canvas//24 x 24 in.//courtesy of
the artist and Susanne Vielmetter Los
Angeles Projects//
Callister//71

Below//Fire in the Sky #3, 2005
Chlorophyll print and resin//10 x 13 in.//courtesy of the artist and Haines Gallery, San Francisco

Binh Danh
Kristin Chambers

B

inh Danh was born in Vietnam in the wake of the Vietnam War
and during the height of the insidious reign of the Khmer Rouge
in neighboring Cambodia. He and his family were able to escape

their ravaged homeland two years after his birth, eventually settling in
the United States. In early 2000, close to twenty-five years later, Danh
returned to Vietnam for the first time and began a process of studying,
understanding, and preserving this complicated heritage. His work
reflects the experience of a generation profoundly impacted by the war
and its aftermath but with no firsthand knowledge of events that are
now forever embedded in the DNA of the nation and its people. In Danh’s
case it was necessary to turn to archival news footage, photographs, and
even scars on the land in order to piece together this history.
At the heart of Danh’s work are found photographs of soldiers and

Left//Robert, from the One Week’s
Dead Series, 2006//chlorophyll print
and resin//13 1/2 x 11 in.//courtesy
of the artist and Haines Gallery, San
Francisco//

civilian casualties of war. Series such as The Killing Fields (2004) and
Ancestral Altar (2005) feature arresting portraits that are actual “mug
shots” of prisoners soon to be tortured or killed by Pol Pot’s regime. Danh
turns these images into photographic negatives, which he then burns
onto the surface of leaves collected from plants indigenous to Southeast
Danh//73

Asia. He presses the green leaf and negative between two plates of glass, which he
then exposes to direct sunlight for days or weeks at a time. The resulting “chlorophyll
prints” are then encased within solid bricks of resin. Through photosynthesis—a process
at once completely natural and quite scientific—the final image is captured, ghostlike,
on the surface of the leaf.
Youthful faces with blank, haunting stares look out from within their preserved
habitat, gazing directly at the viewer. Although static, these portraits are charged with
tension. They are at once exquisite objects that serve as poetic elegies to those who
have perished and scientific relics, testimony to the horrors of war and its aftermath.
Inscribed with the faces of Danh’s countrymen, the leaves seem to have fallen from a
large family tree whose roots are embedded within soil rich with the residue of history.

Found Portrait 5,
2005//chlorophyll print
and resin//17 1/2 x 11
1/2 in.//courtesy of
the artist and Haines
Gallery, San Francisco//

Right and below right//
Disrupted, 2006//
installation view, Gallery
at the Intersection
for the Arts, San
Francisco//courtesy
of the artist and Haines
Gallery, San Francisco//

The body and war #1,
2005//chlorophyll print
and resin//13 1/2 x 9
1/2 in.//courtesy of
the artist and Haines
Gallery, San Francisco//

The Leaf Effect: Study
for transmittance,
2005//chlorophyll print
and resin//12 x 9 in.//
courtesy of the artist
and Haines Gallery, San
Francisco//

Danh//74

Occasionally Danh incorporates the symbol
of a butterfly into a portrait as a poetic
reminder of the cycles of cause and effect.
If, as the theory suggests, the mere flap of
a butterfly’s wings can cause a ripple effect
felt throughout the planet, then what is the
lasting impact of such a catastrophic chain of
events? As Danh explains: “The leaves express

Notes
1. Binh Danh, artist’s statement

the continuum of war. They contain its residue:

in Human/Nature, exh.

bombs, blood, sweat, tears, and metal.”1

Haines Gallery, 2004).

brochure (San Francisco:
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Below//Paisajes 02, 2000–2005
Cat. no. 27

Sergio De La Torre
Kristin Chambers

B

orn and raised in the border area between San Diego and Tijuana,
artist Sergio De La Torre has an abiding interest in the landscape
and the people of the region and in related concerns, such as

border politics and the construction of identity in the face of globalization and migration, either forced or voluntary.
In a series of spare black-and-white photographs collectively titled
Paisajes (2000–2005), De La Torre uses the camera’s lens to capture the
charged space where the natural landscape of Tijuana collides with the
construction of enormous foreign-owned assembly plants. Since the

Left//Sergio De La Torre and Vicky
Funari//stills from Maquilapolis,
2005//cat. no. 31//

mid-1990s, when the NAFTA treaty was established along with favorable
import-export laws, Tijuana has become one of the most desirable cities
in which to locate foreign-owned factories. By locating these plants just
De La Torre//77

Paisajes 05, 03, 04, and 01, 2000–2005//cat. nos. 30, 28, 29, 26//

across the border, companies such as Sanyo and Panasonic enjoy large

Erase not these lines, 2006//color print//
21 1/2 x 28 1/2 in.//courtesy of Lui Velazquez//

tax incentives and access to inexpensive, reliable labor. In De La Torre’s
photographs, the steel boxes that pepper the region appear like scars on
the arresting landscape of the Southwest, resulting in images that are
both beautiful and troubling.
What is not seen in these photographs are the makeshift villages
that have formed in the “trenches” surrounding these plants. Home to
Tijuana’s mostly female labor force—the maquiladoras—and their families,
these towns lack proper infrastructures, such as plumbing and electricity,
and are contaminated by the toxic waste from the factories. The lives of
the maquiladoras form the focus of Maquilopolis (2005), an hour-long video
created as a collaboration between De La Torre, documentary filmmaker
Vicky Funari, and a group of female advocates (promotoras) from Grupo X,
one of the region’s many service agencies.
While Maquilopolis employs a number of narrative strategies to expose
the working and living conditions on the U.S.-Mexico border, the personal
stories of the workers themselves provide the emotional core of the film.
Armed with handheld video cameras, several promotoras created a video
diary of their lives in the shadows of these factories. Woven throughout
the video, these stories reveal the catastrophic effects of globalization on
the landscape of Tijuana and on the lives of its inhabitants.
Ironically it is a product manufactured by some of the very
companies responsible for Tijuana’s predicament—the handheld video
camera—that gives the film its heart and its voice. Relatively inexpensive
and widely available, in part due to the availability of cheap labor, the

Claudia, Rene, Rebecca, 2000,
from the series The Ideal//color
photographs//2 x 2 in. each
courtesy of the artist//

Left//X, 2003//XX//

camera is able to serve as a witness and give agency to those who too
often have no voice.
De La Torre//78
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Below//USA, 2003, from the Dead Democracy Letters series
Cat. no. 36

Shannon Ebner
Michael Ned Holte

Poetry being forever lost must submit to
its own vacuity; it is somehow a product of
exhaustion rather than creation. Poetry is
always a dying language but never a dead
language.
Robert Smithson, “A Sedimentation of the Mind: Earth Projects”1

T

here is a monstrous horizontal wooden box in Shannon Ebner’s

Left//Dismantled-Peace-Sign, 2004,
from the Dead Democracy Letters
series//cat. no. 37//

small studio; roughly constructed, it is supported by four legs
ending in casters, like an unwieldy cart. The box’s door, located

on its side, flips up to reveal its contents: a stack of flimsy cardboard
Ebner//81

letters, each roughly three by six feet in size, some painted black. The letters are
leftover props from a 2002–4 series of (mostly) black-and-white photographs titled
Dead Democracy Letters, which Ebner exhibited in 2005. On the inside of the box’s
hinged door she has written “Sculptures Involontaires”—a reference to a photographic
series of scrappy constructions (a rolled slip of paper, a dismembered cigarette pack,
and so on) made by Brassaï in 1932. The borrowed phrase signals the complications of
a practice in which photographs are typically the final form of work that is equally
entrenched in sculpture and language. Echoing her exhibition title, Ebner jokingly
refers to the big box as “the coffin,” and the heap of language inside suggests a body
of work laid to rest but also, more pointedly, the nearly endless possibility of letters
redeployed as other words and new works of art.
If Brassaï’s involuntary sculptures were the product of nervous habit, then
Ebner’s Dead Democracy Letters are the result of anxiety about the conflicted space
of language in a culture on the brink. Ebner’s propped letters obviously recall the
Hollywood sign, but the words she stages are far more ominous and urgent: each

Container with

photograph literally positions language in the uninhabited landscape, like a warning

letters from the
Dead Democracy
Letters series, artist’s
studio, Los Angeles,
2006//courtesy of
the artist//

sign for an unseen—unseeing?—public. In USA (2003), the word nausea is perched vertiginously on a cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean. The title’s letters jump out of course,
as does the word sea, woozily suggesting seasickness. Exploiting the potential of the
medium’s artifice, the confining frame of the camera paradoxically enlarges the space
of the imaginary made available to the viewer. In Landscape Incarceration (2003), the
eponymous phrase is staged as a running barrier along the desert horizon. We view
the letters from behind, cheap scaffolding and all. The disorientation slyly reflects the
eroding border between private interiority and public exteriority. Ebner’s language,
whether borrowed or not, is quietly derived from private meaning but speaks volumes

Notes
1. Robert Smithson, “A Sedimentation of

when placed in the imaginary, if wholly artificial, space of the public. In turn, her

the Mind: Earth Projects,” in Robert

photographs bear witness to the construction of meaning itself, however ephemeral

Smithson: The Collected Writings, ed.

or involuntary.

California Press, 1996), 107.

Jack Flam (Berkeley: University of

Landscape
Incarceration, 2003,
from the Dead
Democracy Letters
series//cat. no. 34//

Above//On the Way to
Paradise, 2004//cat. no. 38//
Right//Exit Glacier, 2005//
two photographs printed on
newsprint//25 1/2 x 21 1/2
in. each//courtesy of the
artist and Wallspace,
New York//

Ebner//82

The Day—Sob—Dies,
2005//C-print
mounted on Sintra,
wood frame, UV
Plexiglas //30 x 45
in.//courtesy of the
artist and Wallspace,
New York//
Ebner//83

Below//Elemental, 2004//installation view, Gallery at the Intersection for the Arts, San Francisco
Courtesy of the artist and Gallery Paule Anglim, San Francisco

Ala Ebtekar
Glen Helfand

H

ip-hop is the contemporary version of the American melting pot,
gone global. It’s a cultural zone that has long crossed boundaries:
back in 1987 Eric B. and Rakim sampled Israeli singer Ofra Haza in

“Paid in Full,” inviting in elements from an international range of sources.
That aspect is in full effect in Berkeley, California, where Ala Ebtekar grew
up, the child of parents who left Iran before the revolution. “First-generation Americans look for points of connection with their parents’ culture,”

Left//Elemental, 2004//installation
view, Gallery at the Intersection for
the Arts, San Francisco//courtesy of
the artist and Gallery Paule Anglim,
San Francisco //

Ebtekar says, “but we speak a third language.”1
As a teen Ebtekar began formulating his voice as a graffiti artist, and
in 1997 he assisted Tim Rollins and K.O.S. on a San Francisco project. At
nineteen, Ebtekar made his first eye-opening visit to Iran and immediately
felt an affinity. He briefly studied with a master of Persian miniatures,
Ebtekar//85

picking up the intricate patterns and decorative elements
that he has since used to emblazon boom boxes and other hiphop-related accoutrements. But he was ultimately entranced
by coffeehouse painting, a more populist and far less revered
form—one perceived in Iran as akin to sign painting—that
illustrates historical legends and bloody battles, accounts of
which are told by an in-house narrator. He also discovered that
the coffeehouses served as the site of lively conversations on
politics, literature, and culture. In one of his first large-scale
works, Ebtekar created a coffeehouse that he describes as a
synthesis (he has an aversion to the terms hybrid and fusion), in
which the sound equipment and thick Adidas shoelaces were
heavily decorated Persian-style, while the hookahs definitely
signaled 420-friendliness. He ponders the question, just how
does ornament change the sound of the music and the
meaning of these objects?
The installation also included historical photographs of
anonymous shirtless athletes who flexed their muscles in
neighborhood gymnasiums and served as warrior icons. Like
the world of hip-hop, Iran, being Islamic, is a male-dominated
culture, and Ebtekar, in his ongoing series of warrior images,
has made a number of works that acknowledge shifting
power positions of male posses. Thanks to his eraser, however,

Kasra (Aahangars—First Series),
2006//trading card: offset printing
on cover stock//3 1/2 x 2 1/2 in.//
courtesy of the artist and Gallery
Paule Anglim, San Francisco //

their biceps are visibly diminished. These men appear to waver
between cultures, losing elements of cultural specificity
as they float in a gray area. More colorful are his series of
anime-style superheroes, mythological Iranian champions who
are recast in the current international cartoon style. They’re
transformers whose histories and stories are now clad in
contemporary garb but who offer entry into a much widerranging pop culture consciousness.

Notes
1. Ala Ebtekar, conversation with
the author, February 12, 2006.

Emergence, 2006//installation view,
Richmond Art Center, Richmond,
California//courtesy of the artist and
Gallery Paule Anglim, San Francisco//
Left//The Breeze of Time, 2002//
acrylic, watercolor, ink, and pencil
on book pages//14 x 34 1/2 in.//
courtesy of the artist, Gallery Paule
Anglim, San Francisco //
Ebtekar//86
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Below//Procession, 2005
Oil on canvas//78 1/4 x 185 1/4 in.//The Saatchi Gallery, London

Brian Fahlstrom
Jan Tumlir

B

rian Fahlstrom adheres to the “classical” color field; here, once
again, painting as the emblematic high-modernist art form
undergoes its apotheosis as objective support and surface are

dissolved in a pulsatile wash of sheer chroma. This is art “about” painting,
painting “about” paint, paint “about” color. So far so good, but what is
color “about”? The tautological circle, almost closed, catches on this last
point and springs back open. Color is what painting shares with the world,
and what links it back to the world, however autonomous its construction
may be. As it happens, Fahlstrom’s paintings insist upon their autonomy
only to render it that much more problematic, in the final analysis,
through the choice and application of color.
Whether color comes straight from the tube or is mixed; whether it is
itself deployed as a found object or in reference to some outlying object;
whether it refers to something already made or not, something artificial
or organic, something frivolous or substantial; whether it is of or about
art, art in general or more specifically this or that art—Fahlstrom renders

Left//Path, 2006 (detail)//oil on
canvas//50 7/8 x 38 1/2 in.//
courtesy of Gallery Sora, Tokyo//

these questions absolutely integral to our experience of his works. Choice
of color devolves, in each painting, onto a specific question that must be
grappled with before anything else can happen.
Fahlstrom//89

Some of Fahlstrom’s earliest monochromes
are composed of “common” colors like fire
engine red, evenly applied, but stopping just
short of wholly filling out the surface. Prosaically taped-off sections toward the edges
of these paintings make it appear, from a
distance, almost as if the wall itself were being
integrated, white “wrapping around” the edges.
That these are in fact tablets of pure gesso
reinforces their autonomy while at the same
time giving us an atypical object, thin and
vaguely Polaroid-like in its uneven white framing.
Alongside his strictly painterly practice,
Fahlstrom has produced a number of
photographic booklets. Brightly colored covers
hold together a succession of crudely processed
but elegantly formatted black-and-white
reproductions of the paintings in a range of
generic contexts and situations. Describing the
course of the work between studio and show
space, these booklets allude to the function of

End Theme, 2005//oil
and gesso on canvas//
24 x 24 in.//collection of
Sam and Shanit Schwartz,
Beverly Hills//

catalogues, but without delivering the straight

Flowering Times,
2005//oil on
canvas//78 x 92 1/4
in.//collection of
Robert Conn and Anne
Hoger//

A Blossoming/Distant
Impassionedness,
2005//oil on canvas//76
x 90 3/4 in.//The Saatchi
Gallery, London//

information, the speculative analysis, or the promotional buzz that is their
stock in trade. Must We Like the Things We Love, a publication from 2001,
opens and closes with an image of two members of the French “support
and surface” group working out their own relation to the problems noted
above. By citing this historical moment—one contemporaneous with the
more “straightforwardly” reductivist tactics of post-painterly abstraction
in the United States—within a framework more indebted to artists of the
following generation, such as Martin Kippenberger and Christopher Wool,
Fahlstrom ties his own practice to an acutely contentious legacy.
Elsewhere Fahlstrom has made use of video, posters, and flyers to
similar effect. Nagging reminders of what lies beyond the compass of
autonomy, these things are increasingly integrated within the space of
his painting “in and of itself,” as Greenberg would say, suggesting that he
is less involved in opening up a closed system than in seeking out those
openings that were there all along.

Fahlstrom//90
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Below//The Complex, So. Cal. Multi-4, 2005, installation view, Occidental College Gallery, Los Angeles
Courtesy of the artist and Lisa Dent Gallery, San Francisco

Kianga Ford
Rita Gonzalez

Phono/graph means sound/writing and
in an era of rhythm science both serve as
recursive aspects of information collage
where everything from personal identity to
the codes used to create art or music are
available for the mix. It’s that simple and it’s
that complex.
Paul D. Miller, aka DJ Spooky That Subliminal Kid1

Left//Alone Together—The Urban
Lounge, 2005//installation view,
Lisa Dent Gallery, San Francisco//
courtesy of the artist and Lisa Dent
Gallery, San Francisco//

K

ianga Ford’s sonic installations document the processes involved
in “phonography” (or sounding the writing). As a writer and artist
involved in recording and mixing sounds for specific sites, Ford not

only transcribes personal and received narratives but also places them
in sculptural environments. Her narrative-driven installations slow down
Ford//93

time and allow for an almost meditative journey, providing a

In relation to the urban specifici-

space to think about “culture as a series of ‘signs available for

ties of Los Angeles, a city where

the mix.’”2

people commune more with voices

Early on in her work, Ford asked several writers—many

on the radio in their car than with

of whom she did not know personally—to address a selection

actual people, Ford looks to spaces

of her family photographs. Part of the series The Impossible

where people go to dialogue and

Memoir, the first section, Chapter One, Version One (2003),

network: “the café, the club and

focused on images from Ford’s childhood. The listening

the lounge.”4 In Urban Revival (2005),

stations that made up the sound sculpture included record-

listeners sit on red velvet sofas

ings of the fictional extrapolations of Ford’s “real” life. She

while sounds emanate from distinct

hoped to—and did—provoke divergent tales that would

points in the gallery only to rise and

challenge any one authentic biographical portrait based on

converge at key moments. Sermons,

Above and right//
Bedtime Stories,
2003//mixedmedia installation//

“visible” difference.
The Complex, So. Cal. Multi-4 (2005) sharpened Ford’s interest
in letting stories loose within contained environments. She
created small pods—an extension of listening environments

self-help rituals, group singing,

produced short stories about a fictional apartment complex.
These small forms for contemplation challenged listeners to

Notes

for transformation and transcen-

1. Paul D. Miller aka DJ Spooky

dence. As a “phono/graphic” study,

dimensions variable//
courtesy of the artist
and Lisa Dent Gallery,
San Francisco//

she had devised for an earlier work, Bedtime Stories (2003)—and

and chants all testify to longings

Urban Revival draws its converging
languages from subliminal sound
signatures: humming, singing along

think about sound and structure—and how dissonant silence

to the radio, and the “uh-huhs” and

can be.

“hmmms” that echo throughout our

Ford is interested in creating relations to site through

everyday lives.

narrative mapping. Rather than focusing on the technological

That Subliminal Kid, Rhythm
Science (Cambridge: MIT Press,
2004), 64.
2. Kianga Ford, e-mail correspondence with the author, May
16, 2006.
3. Kianga Ford, e-mail correspondence with the author,
January 12, 2006.
4. Kianga Ford, unpublished
artist’s statement.

Urban Revival, 2005//
installation view, Lisa Dent
Gallery, San Francisco//
cat. no. 42//

dimensions of sound technology, pushing the metaphors of
radiophony or disembodiment, as do other sound artists, she
gathers sounds that evoke particular spaces and psychological
states. Of her more recent installations, she notes: “One way
of thinking about them is as a kind of set design for everyday
life that puts into motion a set of projective fantasies about
what will happen and what is possible, about position and
ideal relationships with others, and, on a deeper level, about
collective values and beliefs.”3

I Am Making a Space in Which to Love You
Deeply, IKEA 2006, 2006, from the series Ideal
Conditions for Love & Disaffection//installation
view, BIT Teatergarasjen, Bergen, Norway//
courtesy of the artist and Lisa Dent Gallery,
San Francisco//
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Below//Title
Below//To
the
, 2005
Big Life, 2006
Installation view, Max Wigram Gallery, London
Info

Pearl C. Hsiung
Rita Gonzalez

M

ount Saint Helens puckers up its perfectly maquillaged red lips

and takes a big toke on a monster joint. The presidential faces
of Mount Rushmore have disintegrated, and a hungry mouth

has taken over and demands more hot dogs. Los Angeles’s iconic City Hall
emerges from a red rock terrain alongside a pink crystal shaft. In her
dyspeptic and dystopic landscape paintings, Pearl C. Hsiung anthropomorphizes geodes, crystals, desertscapes, and volcanoes and, by playing up
resemblances to phalluses and orifices, pokes fun at our fear and awe

Left//No Points, 2005//enamel on
canvas//96 x 72 in.//courtesy of
the artist and Max Wigram Gallery,
London//

of sexuality. A latter-day mannerist or profligate postsurrealist, Hsiung
makes paintings and sculptures that are arrangements (or derangements)
of fetid natural forms and inorganic objects—the mineral and vegetal are
literally accessorized with pearl necklaces, leather belts, and bow ties.
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Rather than static realms of the sublime, Hsiung’s landscapes are spewing and churning sites,
definitely not ripe for melancholic contemplation. She explores the metaphoric possibilities of
these “concentrations of tension and pressure.”1 Her imagery conjures up the work of Odilon Redon
and René Magritte, but also invokes popular realms such as the sci-fi televisual landscapes of Dr.
Who and Land of the Lost. Hsiung is inspired by the economy of means by which the “tricks” or special
effects of these shows create a sense of the otherworldly. Like a naughty Darwinian, she strives to
illustrate the seemingly otherworldly in the earthly—and earthy.
After finishing her undergraduate education at UCLA, Hsiung worked in fashion design until
she came to the conclusion that her mixed-media installations and commercial output were not
running on parallel tracks. She enrolled at Goldsmiths College in London and shifted her attention
to painting, while still thinking of her works as facets of ephemeral installation microclimates. She
mentions as pivotal the desolate landscapes of artist Michael Raedecker and “that suicide place

Tidal Wretch, 2005//
cat. no. 43//

he goes to” in his paintings. Hostile climes, such as volcanoes and deserts, provide an antagonistic
yet gorgeous backdrop for Hsiung. In Kablooms (2005), a cactus wears a red bandanna, resembling a
wounded soldier or revolutionary, while desperately wielding a white flag of surrender. Other cacti
grip blank (and cheese-holed) placards, making it unclear “whether this is meant to be a gesture
of protest, celebration or surrendering.”2 Hsiung is most interested in the narrative capabilities
of landscape but cynically comments on the dogged human incapacity to approach the natural
without recourse to the anthropomorphic.

Stills from Let’s Blow
This Joint, 2004//
digital video//1:30
min.//courtesy of the
artist and Max Wigram
Gallery, London//

Classy Night, 2005//
enamel on canvas//72
x 90 in.//courtesy
of the artist and
Max Wigram Gallery,
London//

Shungri-blam, 2005//enamel on
canvas//60 x 60 in.//courtesy of
the artist and Max Wigram Gallery,
London//

Hsiung’s video shorts all feature the artist
but are distant relatives of self-portraits. In
them, she interacts with props, foodstuffs
(again hot dogs!), and poop. In Let’s Blow This Joint
(2004), the wigged protagonist even takes a
pie in the face. The antic, Benny Hill energy of
these shorts of squirrely and debased encounters makes her affinity for the carnivalesque
all the more apparent. Infused with contempo-

1. Pearl C. Hsiung, conversation

rary humor, Hsiung’s work channels alternating

with the author, February 28,

currents of spasmodic laughter with discor-

2006. Unless otherwise noted,

dant images of the apocalypse. In her words,

cited in the text are from this

“Everything does start from a dark place
because of the shitty present.”
Hsiung//98

Notes

all quotations from the artist
conversation.
2. Press release, Max Wigram
Gallery, London, March 2006.
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Below//Solitaire, 2005
Collage, acrylic frame//18 x 26 in.//courtesy of the artist

Marie Jager
Michael Ned Holte

I

n 2005 Marie Jager created a group of works that included a series
of blueprint Los Angeles street maps altered by exposure to the sun;
a nearly indecipherable overlapping of the words past, present, and

future incised in white acrylic; a photomontage of an enormous gem on
a frozen Arctic island; a life-size black-and-white print of a disheveled
young man; and—installed on a gallery’s glass storefront entrance—a
violet, pop-inflected vinyl adhesive graphic of slightly ominous vapors.
These seemingly disparate works were grouped together under the title

Left//Film stills from R.U.R., 2003//
16mm film, color/sound//13:15 min.//
courtesy of the artist//

The Purple Cloud. The title is taken from an apocalyptic novel by British
author M. P. Schiel. Originally serialized in Royal Magazine in 1901, the novel
concerns a toxic purple cloud emanating from the ocean near Southeast
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Asia, which engulfs the earth’s atmosphere, killing the entire population
save Adam Jeffson, an explorer who is at the North Pole and outside the
cloud’s terminal reach.
Jager has referred to her recent body of work as a “trailer” for a
filmic adaptation of Schiel’s “last man” narrative: it operates spatially,
like an exploded storybook narrative. The Purple Cloud follows on several
other works Jager has adapted to film and video, including Edgar Rice
Burroughs’s Tarzan of the Apes and, more recently, Karel C̆apek’s futuristic
play R.U.R. (or Rossum’s Universal Robots, written in 1920, which introduced
the term robot into our lexicon). The former was humorously transposed
to contemporary Los Angeles; the latter also seems knowingly anachronistic as a vision of the future that, despite innumerable technological
advances predicted by fiction, has yet to arrive. Jager’s spatialized
“trailer” for The Purple Cloud likewise exists in a paradoxical, nonexistent
present, succinctly represented by the illegible conflation of past, present,
and future.
While respectful of her chosen sources, Jager’s adaptations are not
strict transpositions of written fiction into moving image or discrete
objects. Taking the role of the director, she emphasizes the decision-

Research images for
The Purple Cloud,
2006//courtesy of the
artist//

making process central to artistic practice: working selectively, she treats
the original like a tattered and fragmentary ancient text, imposing her
own authorial will by condensing, eliding, and extrapolating from the
source material. Significantly, Schiel’s novel was published just after the
invention of cinema. Jager reminds us that the cinematic imaginary, which

Film stills from R.U.R.,
2003//16mm film,
color/sound//13:15
min.//courtesy of the
artist//

she engages with or without a camera, exists independently of cinema
proper. The speculative fantasy of The Purple Cloud, while more than one
hundred years old, arrives just in time for a present in which disaster—
whether natural or cultural—always seems imminent.

Special to me (Phoenix
audition song), 2004//
installation view, MAK
Center, Los Angeles//
courtesy of the artist//
Jager//102

White Noise, 2003//
installation view,
Claremont University,
California//courtesy of
the artist//
Jager//103

Below//Excerpts, 2005, Installation view, Kunstverein Langenhagen, Germany
Courtesy of the artist

Shana Lutker
Michael Ned Holte

5. Irrational thoughts should be followed
absolutely and logically.
Sol LeWitt, “Sentences on Conceptual Art”1

F

or the entire year of 2003, Shana Lutker recorded her dreams in

writing as thoroughly and accurately as she could remember them.
In 2004 she created 365 one-page tabloid-size newspapers, laying

Left//Revised Schema (January 11,
2003), 2005//pen and carbon on
paper//44 x 30 in.//courtesy of
the artist//

out discrete dreams like yesterday’s news for each day of the year. The
headlines are, not unlike many actual newspaper headlines, by turns
bizarre (“Dancetroop Comes to Town and Takes Over”) and banal (“Restaurant Clientele Warms Up to Dice Playing”). For each Dream Paper, the date
Lutker//105

appears below a missing masthead; the stories, structured by fuzzy

works include a big ball of yellow lined paper,

logic, rarely fill the entire page, suggesting yawning gaps in memory and

three sculptures of Oedipus, a vaguely “postmini-

dreams that never resurfaced during Lutker’s waking hours. Some papers

malist” pyramid of newspapers and rocks, a

are completely blank save for the reliable, predictable dateline. These

washy painting of frogs, and an appropriation

365 newsprint artifacts were compiled in Dream Book 2003 (2004), a red

of a work by John Baldessari—all presented as

clothbound volume that curiously omits the artist’s name.

drawings, small maquettes in a variety of media,

Such anonymity is strategic: Lutker eschews authorial control and

and in a few cases full-scale versions. Lutker’s

signature devices in favor of an open-ended methodology. These dreams

dreams act as a vehicle for making works that

could be anybody’s. Logically and absolutely following irrational thoughts,

she presumably would have never made without

dreams become a fluid, unstable material leading to any number of

this oneiric impetus.

outcomes. More than a finished product, the Dream Book became a

The unconscious hovers, quite paradoxically,

starting point for a number of satellite endeavors. Art That I Dreamt That

at the surface of this investigation. Not surpris-

I Made (2004–5) is a series in which Lutker created—or, perhaps more

ingly, Lutker has undertaken several works

accurately, re-created—artwork she had produced in a dream. These

positioning Freud at center stage: In Freuds

House (1986–1996) with Art That I Dreamt That
I Made, 2005 (detail)//mixed media//49 x 50 x 27
1/2 in.//courtesy of the artist//

Catalogue, 2005//326-page
hardbound book: inkjet prints on
paper//14 x 24 in. (open), 14 x 12 in.
(closed)//courtesy of the artist//

(2003–5), a series of red gouache portraits that
transcribe a seemingly endless variety of illustrations of the psychoanalyst become disconcerting
as specificity gives way to an amorphous imago,

House (1986–1996) with Art That I
Dreamt That I Made, 2005 (detail)//mixed
media//49 x 50 x 27 1/2 in.//courtesy of
the artist//

emphasizing the popular, if shape-shifting,
version of the mythologized historical figure.
Fully conscious of irrational leaps of the imagination and the blind spots of immemory, Lutker
finds productive anonymity in the slippery act
of transcription.
Notes
1. Sol LeWitt, “Sentences on Conceptual Art” (1969), reprinted in
Sol LeWitt: A Retrospective, ed. Gary Garrels (San Francisco: San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 2000), 371.

Dream Paper, 2004//365 onepage newspapers, inkjet prints on
newsprint//12 3/4 x 22 1/2 in.
each//courtesy of the artist//
Lutker//106
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Below//From a Notion of Subtle Collapse, 2005, installation view, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco
Courtesy of the artist; Gregory Lind Gallery, San Francisco; and Jeff Bailey Gallery, New York

Christian Maychack
Glen Helfand

T

he Hildewintera cactus is notable for prickly appendages that
grow out in layers of flat, oozing blobs. It’s a somewhat monstrous
succulent, but it blooms vibrant pink flowers. Staring in wonder at

the cactus is one of the first things artist Christian Maychack (who also
happens to be an avid gardener) refers to when discussing his sculpture,
works in which he manages to make solid objects and architecture appear

For the Empathy of Others, 2005//
installation view, Berkeley Art Center,
Berkeley, California//courtesy of
the artist; Gregory Lind Gallery, San
Francisco; and Jeff Bailey Gallery,
New York//

to mutate out of their solid foundations. His 2005 sculpture Uneasiness
Is Twofold appeared to be attached to an architectural intersection of
red brick and clean, white plasterboard high on a wall in San Francisco’s
Southern Exposure gallery. The bricks seemed to slide down the wall and
create angular indentations beneath the plasterboard or tumors in the
building’s infrastructure. You had to look up to see the piece, which was
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dramatic yet seamlessly integrated into the room. Maychack’s
work defiantly exists on a visual margin.

We Are All Now
Aimless, 2004//wood
molding, foam core,
chicken wire, hot glue,
drywall plaster, Magic
Sculp, latex paint//13
x 17 x 11 in.//courtesy
of the artist; Gregory
Lind Gallery, San
Francisco; and Jeff
Bailey Gallery, New
York//

His extended forms simultaneously reference the digital
and the organic, a theme that alludes to the visual effects
of genetic engineering and the structure of 3D computer
animation—the jovial, rotund Shrek character, before the
application of his virtual green epidermis, is a skein of straight
lines. Similarly, Maychack covers a basic foundation, be it for
large-scale works or more modest sculptures, with a skin, but
he uses low-tech, particularly tactile materials—chicken wire,
foam, glue, and Magic Sculp, an adaptable modeling putty
that allows the artist to shift course quickly. The process
of Maychack’s works evolves in a manner that mirrors their
subjects: a tiny accident can divert a piece in a new direction
in the same way that a kink in the gene pool ultimately
results in a compellingly aberrant form.

An Untitled Cataclysm, 2005//foam core, hot
glue, Magic Sculp, latex paint//11 x 17 x 13 in.//
courtesy of the artist; Gregory Lind Gallery, San
Francisco; and Jeff Bailey Gallery, New York//

Another site-specific work, From a
Notion of Subtle Collapse (2005), created for
Bay Area Now 4 at Yerba Buena Center for
the Arts in San Francisco, replicated the
white railings of a main staircase with the
addition of a bulbous but angular form—a
“friendly growth” he calls it. Like the falling

Out of the Blue, 2004 (detail)//foam

bricks, it was a major interruption that

core, chicken wire, hot glue, sewing
pins, latex paint//14 x 28 x 22 in.//
courtesy of the artist; Gregory Lind
Gallery, San Francisco; and Jeff Bailey
Gallery, New York//

blended in. Many viewers overlooked it,
a fact that the artist appreciates. Those
who do manage to notice are rewarded
with a gnawing desire to rethink ideas
about solidity and functionality. The latter
is particularly interesting to Maychack,
whose work seems to constantly address
utilitarian elements—the aforementioned
wall and staircase, or perhaps a lobby
bench—things that are so ubiquitous that
we need a bit of goosing to pay attention
to them again. He creates the equivalent
of that peculiar cactus, which beckons and
pricks at the same time.

From a Notion of
Subtle Collapse, 2005
(detail)//installation
view, Yerba Buena
Center for the Arts, San
Francisco//courtesy of
the artist; Gregory Lind
Gallery, San Francisco;
and Jeff Bailey Gallery,
New York//
Maychack//110
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Below//Infantile Couple, 2004
Cat. no. 60

Martin McMurray
Kristin Chambers

M

artin McMurray came of age during a complex era; he was reared

on images of the Vietnam War, the cold war, the first moon
landing, and the Watergate scandal. McMurray was enamored

Left//The Procession (A Nigerian)
and The Procession (A Russian),
both 2005//acrylic on rag board//
30 x 40 in.//collection of Neil
Wiesenberg//

of his father’s stories of serving in the air force, the images he watched
on television, the pageants of a Veteran’s Day celebration, and even the
deposition and exile of formerly powerful leaders. Since then, the artist
has developed an abiding interest in the history and trappings of military
and political power, or the lack thereof.
Over the years, McMurray has prolifically depicted various symbols
of power and might—models of air force helicopters and fighter planes,
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political figures, warships, soldiers, parade floats, and even matadors. His
painting style is raw, immediate, and expressive, following in the tradition
of fellow Bay Area artists—from the gestural representation of the
Bay Area figurative artists of the late 1940s, to the funk art of Robert
Arneson and William T. Wiley in the late 1960s, to the street-inspired
work of his contemporaries of the recently christened “Mission school.”
McMurray’s subject matter is depicted as if seen through the wide eyes of
a young boy standing on the side of the street watching the procession
pass by, but with a healthy dose of the cynicism that comes with being an
informed adult.
Take, for example, the recent series of paintings collectively titled
The Procession (2005–6). Rendered in acrylic on board on a solid and

The Procession (A Liberian), 2005//
cat. no. 65//

empty ground, the men are painted in a direct yet deliberately naive
style. Each painting depicts a single significant figure from the stage of
world political history. From the merely shady to the downright diabolical,

Left to right, top to
bottom//MIL MI–28
HAVOC, 2002//
MIL MI–4PS HAZE–C,
2002//MIL MI–10
HARKE, 2002 (cat. no.
53)//SA 341–342
GAZELLE, 2002//
MIL MI–4 HOUND, 2002
(cat. no. 58)//KAMOV
AK 1943, 2002
(cat. no. 50)//SA 330
PUMA, 2002//MIL
ROBINSON R22, 2002
(cat. no. 57)//acrylic
on wood panel//
11 x 13 3/4 in. each//
courtesy of the artist
and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects//

each man is shown sitting behind the wheel of a “period” car—some slick
and others completely pedestrian—his nation’s flag waving sadly from the
hood.
Removed from the official motorcade, figures ranging from America’s
Henry Kissinger to Haiti’s Papa Doc and Baby Doc Duvalier wear menacing
smirks and direct, evil glares. There is a palpable absence of the pageantry
that usually accompanies such leaders. McMurray shows the men alone,
exiled perhaps, on the way out of town. These once-commanding figures
are stripped of any aura of power, made slightly more pathetic by the
artist’s profoundly simple and at times cartoonish style. Although often
recognizable, none of the men is directly named, leading one to imagine
them as amalgamations of powerful and sometimes notorious figures
who have shaped history.
McMurray ultimately suggests that the symbols of power—whether
a political figurehead, an “official” car, a parade float, or a public
monument—are empty and often interchangeable and that any narrative
that we might imagine to accompany these images is historically complex
and dependent on one’s own political and social perspective.
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Below, left to right//The Procession
(A Spaniard), 2005//cat. no. 67//
The Procession (An Argentinean),
2005//acrylic on rag board//30 x
40 in.//collection of Neil Wiesenberg;
The Procession (A Central African),
2006//cat. no. 70//
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Below//Odium, Black, 2004
Cat. no. 73

Joel Morrison
Aimee Chang

J

oel Morrison’s new body of work appears deceptively dissimilar from
his better-known fiberglass and stainless steel sculptures. Made of
dollar-store objects bound together with tape and foam, the earlier

sculptures get their sensuous, Henry Moore–like curves from colanders,
detergent bottles, and tins of uneaten crackers. Their shiny Formica or
shaped metal bases touch on minimalism while dripping paint pours recall
Jackson Pollock and the body-oriented performance artists of the 1960s
and 1970s. Pop art references can be found in the auto-body paint colors
of the works and the Duraflame can base of Blue collar bullet for a white
collar crime (2005).
Morrison’s new highly finished, largely figurative bronze sculptures

Left//Mikey, 2006//cat. no. 78//

continue this practice of collaging together disparate objects and
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allusions but are more overt in their references. Alligator Shoes/George
Lucas (2006) consists of a pair of the classic Vans sneakers that serve as
Morrison’s studio shoes, but these are customized with punk rock spikes
emerging from the toe box. Cast entirely in bronze, the piece is a sly
reference to Pollock’s iconic paint-encrusted shoes, Sarah Lucas’s razorembedded response, and 1980s sci-fi teen movies. Made by “grabbing
stuff really quick from the conceptual scrap pile of the twentieth
century,”1 these new pieces highlight Morrison’s quick-thinking, slapdash
approach to form making, his obsession with surface and finish, and his
deep interest in the history of sculpture.
New videos and paintings continue Morrison’s process of blending art
history and pop culture, especially his own 1980s Pacific Northwest punk
rock past. Goonies/Klein (2006), a remake of a scene from Richard Donner’s
1985 movie Goonies, renders Michelangelo’s David (already appearing in a
pint-size living-room version) in Yves Klein blue, while Kalifornia Über Alles
plays on Arnold Schwarzenegger’s governorship, the Dead Kennedys’
eponymous 1979 single attacking then California governor Jerry Brown,
and art stardom. In Untitled (Leipzig School Dropout) (2005), a series of
painted numbers evenly spaced across their supports are hung upside
down or sideways alongside what look like oversaturated finger paintings,
a spray-painted facsimile of the Marshall amps logo, and the brush-painted
phrases “The Dead Milkmen” and “Curatorial Debut.” The numbers spell out
words whose implications range from the political (oil) to the adolescent
(blahblahblah), with the whole installation a brilliantly facile referencing of

Untitled (Leipzig School
Dropout), 2005//installation
view, Galerie Michael Schultz,
Berlin//courtesy of the artist//

graffiti and punk culture, conceptual art, new Leipzig school painting, and
the smeary, visceral paintings of artists like the Viennese actionists.
Notes
1. Joel Morrison, conversation with the author, January 29, 2006.

Upside-Down Exclamation Point,
2005//cat. no. 75//

Bacchus/Mammoth Head, 2006//
bronze//32 x 24 x 20 in.//courtesy
of the artist and Galerie Michael
Schultz, Berlin//
Morrison//118

Still from Birds/Lewitt,
2005//cat. no. 74//

Victor (rat trap), 2006//cat. no. 81//
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Below//The Hiker, the Watery Princess and the Demon in Dragon Canyon, Utah, 2006
From documents of the project Silver Minds//Aspen Art Museum, Aspen, Colorado, March 2006

My Barbarian
Jan Tumlir

A

barbarian, in Walter Benjamin’s estimation, is not so much an
uncultured being as one without tradition. Accordingly, the period
of modernity, characterized by an excess of culture as opposed

to a lack, would make barbarians of us all. Taking the name My Barbarian,
the multiethnic, interdisciplinary performance troupe founded by artists
Alexandro Segade, Jade Gordon, and Malik Gaines, later joined by Scott
Martin and Andy Ouchi, among a steadily growing list of collaborators and

Left//You Were Born Poor & Poor
You Will Die, 2005, from Double
Future//Roy and Edna Disney/
CalArts Theater (REDCAT), Los
Angeles, April 2006//

contributors, proposes itself as both a reply to this cultural condition and
a symptom of it.
Reminiscent of the monikers of pop groups like My Bloody Valentine
or My Chemical Romance, the name suggests a sense of familiarity with
what is more generally considered extreme or abject. In specifically
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high-art terms, the barbarian tag has been applied to
anything popular, common, low—that is, to the entire field of
urban-industrial mass culture—and it is precisely this culture
of othered sameness that My Barbarian wants to reclaim.
Accordingly, their “Broadway-on-a-budget” productions deploy
a host of what might be termed counter-reflexive tropes—
everything to make a hard-core Brechtian blush. “Show-core,”

Follow Me: A Fantasy, 2004, from Web of the
Ultimate//MAK Center’s Schindler House, West
Hollywood, California, October 2004//

as they have dubbed it, is a performative mode that harnesses
such elementary (non-art) principles of showmanship as
earnestness and exuberance to a range of elaborate (artrelated) thematic concerns.
Mellifluous musicality, complex and occasionally corny
arrangements, extravagant costumes and props—all these
things run counter to the reductive ethos of performance
art, which still defines itself as nontheatrical and, even more
explicitly perhaps, as non-musical-theatrical. The roots of this
bias can be traced to Nietzsche’s case against opera in The
Birth of Tragedy, but this reference also introduces a politics
that My Barbarian wholeheartedly embraces: like Nietzsche,
they want to regress theater to its original ritualistic purpose,
so that the world of the players and that of the audience may
once again be united. Rather than dismissing the song form

Gods of Canada: Conference with Miss
Canadiana at Harbourfront Centre, 2005//
from Gods of Canada, Power Plant, Toronto,
Ontario, July 2005//

as such, therefore, it is all about returning it to the public,
allowing it to aestheticize the sphere of everyday life. For My
Barbarian, the song’s conjunction of music and lyric poetry,
even (or especially) when it strays into the much-maligned
terrain of the rock opera or variety show revue, is to be
understood as a political tool.
My Barbarian’s concerns have included class war, in You
Were Born Poor & Poor You Will Die (premiered at Participant
Inc., New York, as part of the Performa 2005 Biennial), and

“big issues” that are either too topical or too

Canadian liberalism, in Gods of Canada (Power Plant Contem-

timeless (or both) for the art world to touch,

porary Art Gallery, Toronto, 2005). Unafraid of tackling those

the group has renegotiated them within every

Pagan Rights, 2005//ink and digital
photocollage//poster by Alexandro Segade//
performed at the Evidence Room Theater and
Hammer Museum, Los Angeles; Drake Hotel,
Toronto; Participant, Inc., New York; May–
August 2005//

new venue.
Performing at local gallery openings and
touring the international biennial circuit, My

Medieval Morality, 2004, from Web of the
Ultimate//MAK Center’s Schindler House, West
Hollywood, California, October 2004//

Barbarian has garnered a loyal following that
increasingly threatens to overflow its original
art world borders. On the group’s 2005 CD, Cloven
Soft-Shoe, the pursuit of celebrity, that perennial
Broadway theme, is refracted through a range
of characters, settings, and scenarios that are
at once absurd, fantastic, and utterly mundane.
Conflating public recognition with the promise

Pagan Rights, 2005//video still from the
performance at the Evidence Room Theater,
Los Angeles, May 2005//
My Barbarian//122

of love and redemption, the stage here becomes
a mythological portal to another world—the
imaginary as that which becomes real.
My Barbarian//123

Below//Photo documentation of Mundane Journeys (San Francisco) , 2005
Courtesy of the artist

Kate Pocrass
Karen Moss

W

orking within the traditions of Joseph Beuys’s idea of
“social sculpture” and the Fluxus artists’ attention to
“insignificant” phenomena, San Francisco–based Kate

Pocrass creates systems and structures for the public to experience
art and everyday life within urban environments. Using telephones,
her Web site, and word-of-mouth contact, Pocrass invites audiences
to specific urban sites and vernacular experiences as she performs
the role of artist/curator/designer/writer/tour guide.

Left//Mundane Journey E-Z Guide
Map of San Francisco, 2005 (detail)//
printed poster//courtesy of the
artist//

In 2002–3 Pocrass developed her Portable Exhibition Venues by
embedding small-scale works by twelve artists in her hat, jacket,
shoes, wallet, and Walkman, using her own body and clothing as the
site for the “group show.” Through a Web site, viewers could arrange
Pocrass//125

an appointment to see the exhibition

recordings on a telephone hotline at both museum sites will allow visitors to self-tour

in a particular locale or simply meet

to specific destinations. In a region where cars and malls dominate the landscape, these

Pocrass randomly on the street.

destinations invite the public to pause and meditate upon myriad unnoticed details

According to the artist: “Each Venue

that reflect the diversity of this immense county.
Pocrass’s project recalls Guy Debord’s Situationist idea of the dérive (literally,

circumvented the usual gallery

Notes
1. Kate Pocrass, Portable
Exhibition Venues, Silent Gallery,

process and created an alternative

“drifting,” a flow of acts and encounters, as opposed to a more directed journey

http://www.silentgallery.com/

to traditional art spaces by making

or stroll) or tours by contemporary artists such as Andrea Fraser and Christine Hill.

pocrass/pev/about.html.

artwork available and accessible to

Rather than critiquing or attempting to retool elements of the hypercapitalistic urban
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Mundane Journeys (San
Francisco)—Three Separate
Floors, 2004//color
photograph//courtesy of
the artist//

Pocrass’s goal is “to call attention to
easily overlooked, everyday details”
in various neighborhoods by mapping
destinations and itineraries.2 Since
2001 she has updated her Mundane
Journeys telephone hotline each
week with directions to new destinations, inviting audiences to walk,
bike, or take public transit to sites
to discover and ponder surprising
details that often go unnoticed in
the bustle of everyday life. She also
makes postings to her Web site,
prints hand-drawn maps with short
annotations, and conducts both bus
and walking tours.
For the 2006 California Biennial
Pocrass is creating a series of
Mundane Journeys for Orange
County. Unfamiliar with the territory,
she is conducting research by talking
to people about underrecognized
but unusual places in their neighborhoods, then visiting these locations
to choose destinations. In contrast
to San Francisco’s discrete, charming
neighborhoods, easily navigated by
foot or public transit, the county’s
immense suburban sprawl has
elicited clusters of itineraries. For

Top//Study for
Mundane Journeys
(Orange County)—the
Area between “Eat
Tofu” and “Dig
Deeper,” 2006//color
photograph//courtesy
of the artist//
Below//Study for
Mundane Journeys
(Orange County)—Line
on the Flattened
Curb, 2006//color
photograph//courtesy
of the artist//

Found Architecture & Color Chart
Analysis—U.C. Davis, 2005//courtesy
of the artist//

Left//X, 2003//XX//

the exhibition’s opening weekend,
Pocrass will lead bus tours of
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Below//Underwater Trenches, 2006 (detail)
Ink on paper//36 x 72 in.//courtesy of the artist and Hosfelt Gallery, San Francisco

Lordy Rodriguez
Karen Moss

A

s one of the earliest examples of rational scientific certitude and
Cartesian logic, the map is a quest for some kind of placement,
for locating oneself. While we rely on them as accurate indicators

and meaningful indices, they are merely symbolic translations of physical
structures, highly subjective texts that are ultimately fantasies, projections, simulations, lies. Lordy Rodriguez projects his fantasies about the
world by making colorful, precise drawings that appropriate, transform,
and belie the visual language of cartography. Starting with actual maps,

Left//Internet, 2004 (detail)//
ink on paper//40 x 40 in.//
courtesy of the artist and Hosfelt
Gallery, San Francisco//

he uses the standard Rand McNally color-coding system, then plays with
the conventional language to retool existing states into hypothetical new
territories. His drawings utilize mapping symbols and colors that typically
demarcate highways and waterways, valleys and mountains, but they no
Rodriguez//129

longer provide way finding or a sense of familiarity; they are
dislocated signifiers, stripped of the normative significance
of mapmaking.

California, 2004 (detail)//
cat. no. 85//

Fantasizing about remaking our nation, Rodriguez, in his
ongoing project United States, redraws borders and displaces
cities within the fifty existing states and adds five new
states: Disney, Internet, Monopoly, Hollywood, and Territory.
His reconfigured, resited, imaginary states are simultaneously
familiar and absurd, dislocated and even disturbing. The city
of Anchorage and sandy beaches move to the Midwest; Death
Valley and the Mojave Desert border the eastern and Gulf
Coast states; topographies become technologies in the Great
Ethernet Lake or the Java Plateau. Far beyond the actual
geopolitical bifurcation of red and blue states, Rodriguez’s
cartographic chaos turns the country upside down and
inside out.
Rodriguez’s recent drawings chart imaginary lands without
any specific geopolitical referents. The Geological Series refers
to uninhabited topographies: deserts, underwater canyons,
and craters on the moons of Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

Nevada, 2004//
cat. no. 87//

Although based on actual geological formations, his colorful
interventions produce unnatural patterns or arrangements as
he transcends mapmaking and moves into complete abstraction. Here all text is omitted, rendering the map dysfunctional:
all that remains are pure, abstracted colors in decontextualized, unsited, and unnamed landscapes.
A historical precedent for Rodriguez’s interventions is
the 1929 Surrealist Map of the World, which inverted power
structures by eliminating the United States, Europe, and
Australia but exaggerating the scale of small nations in order
to comment on politics between the world wars. From 1969
to 1992 Alighiero Boetti made a series of hand-embroidered

Alabama, 2003//ink on
paper//40 x 34 in.//
courtesy of the artist
and Hosfelt Gallery, San
Francisco//

maps of the world in which countries were
represented by flags, alluding to the way geopolitics reshapes borders. Recently other contemporary artists have used maps to engage in current
debates about immigration, globalization, and
constantly shifting territories.1
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Below//Table of Things, Long Songs, 2005
Installation view, Overtones Gallery, Culver City, California//courtesy of the artist

Arturo Ernesto Romo
Rita Gonzalez

S

napshots, framed and unframed, line up on the shelves of Arturo

Ernesto Romo’s bookcases. Faces and places, familial and familiar,
peek out to convey a particular history of a Mexican American clan

in East Los Angeles. But look a little closer, and strange apparitions take
shape. A crystal ball seems to hover over the General Hospital in Boyle
Heights. Romo sits cross-legged and veiled by a black and white polkadotted gossamer scarf. A Mexican patriarch from the late nineteenth
century is crowned with a cane apparatus resembling a Duchampian
sculpture. Welcome to the dissembling world of Arturo Romo.
Romo’s output comes in many guises, from floor-bound sculptures
to photocopied multiples designed for mass distribution on telephone
poles and public bulletin boards. With an affinity for bootleg items like
those displayed on blankets and folding tables by street vendors, he is
interested in fabricating found objects to “add to the absurdity of the
world” and (as he paraphrases theorist Michael Taussig) “to trip up the
powers that be.”1

Left//It Came From, 2006//digital
photograph//dimensions variable//
courtesy of the artist//

Romo’s list of influences is diverse: Dada artist Tristan Tzara, Native
American activist John Trudell, Chicano writer and radical Oscar Zeta
Acosta, and the artist Harry Gamboa Jr. Romo uses text frequently in his
Romo//133

work and is especially fond of blurring the boundaries of
his authorship through the use of alter egos. Dr. Eufencio

Crystal Brilliance Manifesto, 2005//
silkscreen poster//23 x 17 1/2 in.//
courtesy of the artist//

Rojas, Liki Renteria, and Dr. Renato Frias are some of the
characters who inhabit the brochures, broadsides, and
flyers that he spreads throughout the east side of Los
Angeles. Romo responds to the masses of paper advertisements that are part of L.A.’s alternate economy, produced
in many different languages and addressing the specific
needs of particular immigrant communities—from the
desire for spiritual cleansing to the necessity for cheap
plumbing. He has written that he is interested in blurring
the boundaries “between different modes of experiences—
between sight and sound, collective historical memory and
everyday experience, between you and me.”2
Romo has also authored a number of manifestos for a
“new muralism, street fotography . . . and digitalism,”3 all
of which resemble experimental prose more than Chicano
nationalist rhetoric. If the art associated with the Chicano
movement strove for legibility and a recognizable declarative stance, Romo’s work seeks to relate (or relay) the
dissonance and visual chaos of life from street level. In this
respect, his work owes much to that of Gamboa and Asco,
the performance group with which Gamboa worked in the
1970s and 1980s.

Still from Rabbit Walks Five and a
Half Miles through Interesting Los
Angeles, Cutting a Path Like a Razor
Through the Cement and Gravel That
His Aching Feet Beheaded, 2006//
color video//15 min. (approx.)//
courtesy of the artist//

Wall Drawing,
Mushroom, 2006
(detail)//installation,
Tropico de Nopal, Los
Angeles//courtesy
of the artist//
Romo’s recent exhibition Echoing
Chingazos in the Echo Chamber played
off the title’s provocation. Chingazos
can mean (among other things) small
blows to the body, and the echo
chamber evoked a space of auditory

Hard to Say (Credit
Goes to D), 2004//
digital image//
dimensions variable//
courtesy of the
artist//

disturbance. The exhibition included
a central sculpture that resembled
a cross between the Watts Towers
and Tatlin’s Tower, strange and
fragile drawings, a scripted dialogue
between the artist and a talking cat,
and a videotape that documented
the artist walking several miles
from his studio to Tropico de Nopal,
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Below//Still from Transient Trilogy, 2005
Dual-channel video//40:20 min.//courtesy of the artist and Marc Foxx Gallery, Los Angeles

Sterling Ruby
Michael Ned Holte

I

n his 2005 video Transient Trilogy, Sterling Ruby embodies a disheveled, homeless
drifter moving through a terrain both ruinous and vacant. Along the way the
eponymous character creates unsettling little ephemeral sculptures, splashes blood

red nail polish in a concrete pit, and—yikes—fucks a skull. Later in the video, Ruby
adopts a second persona: the obsessive, obnoxious director of the narrative we have
just witnessed. The appearance brings unexpected comic relief to a dark and knowingly
unpleasant work; more importantly, it suggests Ruby’s interest in positioning the artist
as an archetypal figure, a duplicitous creator-destroyer engaged in a self-induced, selfperpetuating cycle of making and unmaking.
Highly prolific, Ruby moves fluidly—like a transient—among video, ceramics,

Left//This System, 2004//
cat. no. 90//

sculpture, installation, drawing, photography, and collage. Rather than obliterating
the notion of medium, his sprawling practice reifies a more primitive sense of the
Ruby//137

term, structuring much of his work’s meaning around the agency of its
becoming. His ceramics, with glazes that appear to be melting, suggest
violent, visceral creation, retaining a sense of the material’s initial malleability in the final forms. The ceramics are visually striking but nearly
impossible to apprehend in one’s memory, at once recalling wobbly threedimensional peace signs and eviscerated rib cages. (Clearly related to the
ceramics, a creepy kiln has appeared in a number of collages, appearing
paradoxically as a vaginal point of origin and a deadly void.) While a recent
sculpture, Orange Inanimate Torso (2005), is as grisly as the name suggests,
the work also vigorously asserts its indefinite, “abstract” nature.
This engagement with form and formlessness is clearly indebted to
postminimalists including Lynda Benglis and Robert Morris (both keenly
aware of the artistic potential of embodiment and persona), as well as Los
Angeles father figures Mike Kelley and Paul McCarthy. But the scariest and
most rewarding aspects of Ruby’s work, in which the artist obsessively
attempts to locate sublimity at various sites of trauma—and in the
horrific potential of materials—finds roots in marginalized oddballs such
as Paul Thek, Lucas Samaras, Bruce Conner, Herschell Gordon Lewis, and
as suggested by a recent collage, sci-fi artist-designer H. R. Giger. Giger’s
signature aliens, part insect, part machine—methodically juxtaposed
alongside images of U.S. soldiers in Iraq, war protestors, Linda Blair from
The Exorcist, the Scarecrow from The Wizard of Oz, and heavily tattooed
women—are agents of transference, transgression, transformation, and

Installation view, Recombines,
Galleria Emi Fontana, Milan,
2006//

(perhaps) transcendence. As such, they embody Ruby’s ambition to locate
trauma—and meaning—in an unfixed state.

Refraction Bed of John, 2005//
collage on paper//24 x 30 in.//
courtesy of Foxy Production and
the artist//

Right//Supermax Gate 2,
2005//collage, pencil, and
spray paint on paper//
74 x 46 in.//courtesy of
the artist and Marc Foxx
Gallery, Los Angeles//
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Below//Salt Flats with Attributes, 2005
Mixed media on panel//55 1/4 x 80 in.//collection of Jack Hanley, San Francisco

Leslie Shows
Glen Helfand

I

n a historical now when it’s urgently clear that capitalist impulses are
in opposition to the balance of nature, Leslie Shows creates densely
collaged landscape images that capture the desolate epic sweep of

collapsing infrastructures and environmental peril. We’re at a point
beyond good or bad, and her work affirms the idea that we’re simply
witnesses to dramatic shifts in climate and terrain.
Shows grew up in a mining town in Alaska, a flat, muddy place,

Left//Megaton Ferris Wheel
Excavator, Psyclone & Slag Piles, 2005
(detail)//mixed media on panel//
48 x 81 in.//collection of Niel Frankel,
New York//

perhaps littered with rusting old equipment—machines that may have
been used to extract the same core substance that they’re built from.
That was the landscape seen through the car window or experienced as
a playground. Vista points, in art and in daily life, are places to survey
cultural dreams and realities that in turn fuel art movements. Over time
Shows//141

Megaton Ferris Wheel
Excavator, Psyclone &
Slag Piles, 2005//mixed
media on panel//48 x
81 in.//collection of Niel
Frankel, New York//

luminism evolved into washed-away topsoil and the appearance of vibrant
antifreeze green.
The surfaces of Shows’s compositions—which have instructive titles
such as The Arrangement of Salts and Metals by Properties (2005) and Salt Flats
with Attributes (2005)—suggest dusty, deeply excavated quarries, places
strip-mined beyond the possibility of regeneration. Ravaged, we like to
term such sites, but as Edward Burtynsky has convincingly expressed in
his photographs, the dramatic effects that industry has wrought on the
earth make for images that can be surrealistically ravishing. Shows mines
similar territory with her imagination and facts gleaned from geology
books and National Geographic. She employs materials, however, that have
far less sheen than photographic paper: passages are articulated with
a pale matte confetti of hole-punched office paper, sometimes broken
down to fingernail-like slivers, lines carefully sliced from ruled notebook
paper, tiny images clipped from magazines and newspapers, as well as

Left, top//The Arrangement of Salts
and Metals by Property, 2005//cat.
no. 96//
Left, bottom//Detritus Pile, 2005
(detail)//collage and acrylic on
wood//48 x 60 in.//courtesy of the
artist and Jack Hanley Gallery, San
Francisco and Los Angeles//

saltlike grains of sand.
These very handmade works are generally in rusty, oxidized shades
of gray and brackish brown. Sometimes Shows uses paint and colored
pencil as a kind of visual mortar or to represent chemical rainbows that
swirl around stagnant pools. In recent pieces, she used graph paper to
depict the geometric crystals of salt mines, underground caverns that can
contain things for centuries without decay. Such works invariably dazzle
as they disturb, not least because they picture erosion through a slow
accretion of the artist’s materials.
The irony that the built images depict a kind of decay is not lost on
the artist. “Rock, glass, our bodies, civilizations, are really flows of matter,
with fluid qualities, metamorphic qualities,” she has said. “A geological
Notes

1. Leslie Shows, conversation
with the author, February 2006.
Shows//142

time frame is sometimes necessary to see this.”1 Fittingly, Shows’s work
makes its points slowly and with insistence.
Shows//143

Below//Untitled, from the series In Possession of a Picture: a selection of incidents of photographing or videotaping by
persons of interest at various sites of interest, referenced with images from other sources, 2005–present//cat. no. 100

The Speculative Archive
Rita Gonzalez

A

green monochrome is covered with plain white text describing an
image. “This is a large-format reproduction of a color photograph
of a road,” it begins. After a paragraph, an outline of an image

begins to take shape. This piece, entitled Victim (2002–3), uses the written
word to describe a controversial poster designed by the Art Workers
Coalition, Q. And babies? A. And babies (1969–70), which included a graphic
image of the My Lai Massacre, probably the most notorious atrocity
committed by U.S. soldiers during the Vietnam War. During the Vietnam
era, a steady stream of media images fueled the antiwar movement and
provided its visual platform. The current era of war making has stricter
rules of engagement concerning the dissemination of imagery. The collab-

Left//Stills from “not a matter of if
but when”: brief records of a time in
which expectations were repeatedly
raised and lowered and people grew
exhausted from never knowing if the
moment was at hand or was still to
come (record nos. 36, 37, 46, 49, 53,
54), 2006//cat. no. 101//

orative team of Julia Meltzer and David Thorne, known as the Speculative
Archive, engages the tactics and methodologies of information and image
capture and, through experimental video and photographic projects,
reflects on the apparatuses of control and simulation.
The Speculative Archive seeks out, collects, and processes images and
texts that reveal the violence of hidden procedures and policies. It is not
so much the visible evidence that the Speculative Archive looks for but
the involuntary effects of methods of violence and surveillance. Initially
The Speculative Archive//145

inspired by the release of files by the U.S. government in the late 1990s
about interventions in Guatemala during the 1980s, Meltzer and Thorne
embarked on months of painstaking research that included interviews
with the CIA and the National Reconnaissance Office. In 2003 they
produced the short video It’s Not My Memory of It, a complex synthesis
that interwove excerpts from their primary research within a labyrinthine
narrative about a group of militant Islamic students who find a trove of
shredded documents rescued from the U.S. embassy in Tehran in 1979,
just after the revolution.
In Possession of a Picture: a selection of incidents of photographing
or videotaping by persons of interest at various sites of interest,
referenced with images from other sources (2005–present) compiles and
presents in diptych blacked-out images with subtitles, followed by their
often seemingly benign related snapshot double. The blacked-out images
represent the “potential targets” and “potential perpetrators” identified
by the Office of Homeland Security. The Speculative Archive challenges
the viewer to ruminate on the “material evidence” and how image capture
in this day and age is synonymous (for some) with criminal intent.
A recent video installation, “not a matter of if but when” (2006), chronicles the attitudes of young people whom Meltzer and Thorne befriended
while living in Syria during 2005. Woven into video footage are deceptively
simple extended takes of Rami Farah, a Syrian performer with whom the
artists worked to develop complex improvisations. These monologues
incorporate free-form quotations from popular songs, vernacular sayings,
and everyday banter. The straightforward interviews on the political
and cultural upheaval in Syria are counterbalanced by the actor’s thinly
disguised allegories of seduction, betrayal, defeat, and euphoria. Here, as

Above//Stills from It’s Not My
Memory of It: three recollected
documents, 2003//single-channel
video//25 min.//courtesy of the
artists//

in the Speculative Archive’s other work, the distribution of information is
never univocal or disinterested.

FREE THE, DEMAND YOUR, WE WANT,
ALL POWER TO THE, WE MUST,
STOP THE, END ALL, DON’T, FUCK
THE, THE PEOPLE WILL, YOU CAN’T,
THOSE WHO, WOMEN ARE, IF YOU,
RESISTANCE IS: some positions and
slogans recollected from an archive
of political posters, 2003//digital
prints, aluminum shelving, bullhorn,
14-minute audio loop//dimensions
variable//courtesy of the artists//
The Speculative Archive//146

Victim, from FREE THE, DEMAND YOUR, WE WANT, ALL POWER TO THE, WE MUST, STOP THE, END ALL,
DON’T, FUCK THE, THE PEOPLE WILL, YOU CAN’T, THOSE WHO, WOMEN ARE, IF YOU, RESISTANCE IS:
some positions and slogans recollected from an archive of political posters, 2003//digital print//
dimensions variable//courtesy of the artists//
The Speculative Archive//147

Below//At the Ocean Floor, 2005
Cat. no. 103

Tim Sullivan
Glen Helfand

I

n more than one of his photographs, Tim Sullivan levitates. Of
course the magic is a cheap special effect (though you may have
trouble discerning just how he does it), staged in front of chintzy-

but-glamorous glitter curtains. The feel of his work is something like
transcendence in Vegas, and with a perfect balance of theatricality,
humor, conceptual art reference, and saturated color, he manages to pull
off that unlikely achievement.
With his naturally white-blond hair, pale skin, and chunky hornrimmed glasses and proclivity for tacky floral fabric patterns (see his
hilarious 2003 self-portrait in a suit of kitchen wallpaper), Sullivan is a
memorable midwestern-born character in his photographs and videos. His
sensibility is similarly indelible: smart, candy-colored deadpan wit. Take his
Fountain (2005), a three-monitor video work that plays like a more selfeffacing version of Bruce Nauman’s 1966–67 Self-Portrait as a Fountain. The

Left//Whipped Cream and Other
Delights 2, 2001 (detail)//C-print//
30 x 30 in.//courtesy of the artist//

monitor at the top shows Sullivan, in what may be a suburban garden,
spouting water from his mouth, while the one at the bottom shows his
head again, catching the liquid in his open mouth, a self-enclosed system
Sullivan//149

with allusions to kinky degradation. All the while, the relaxing sound of

Stills from Magic Carpet Ride 2006,
2006//cat. no. 105//

tinkling liquid provides a soundtrack.
Sullivan invokes other artists as well: Andy Warhol, Chris Burden
(whose Shoot Sullivan re-envisions in a video with filmmaker George
Kuchar), and even Herb Alpert—Sullivan appeared, slathered in foam, in a
remake of the classic Whipped Cream and Other Delights album cover. In 2005
Sullivan devoted a show at the San Francisco Art Commission Gallery to
the late Dutch-born conceptualist master Bas Jan Ader, an artist whose
sad-sack persona and frequent staged fall performances serve as a fine
antecedent to Sullivan’s poignant pranks. In a series called Dutch Boy “Still
Life,” Sullivan used his finger to plug holes in a vase of flowers and other
modern vanitas subjects, including a Warholian can of Campbell’s tomato
soup. An untitled installation from the same show was a tiny shelf holding
teeny artist-made books, each with the name of one of Ader’s works—In

Shoot 2005, 2005//Duratrans in
light box//30 x 40 in.//courtesy of
the artist//

Search of the Miraculous and I’m Too Sad to Tell You among them—forming a
biography through titles.
References to classic 1960s and 1970s conceptualists can have the
effect of formalizing and creating distance, but in Sullivan’s case they

Balance, 2003//
C-print//80 x 30 in.//
courtesy of the artist//

have the effect of deepening deceptively wacky pieces by linking them to
history. Besides, they are just as indebted to twentieth-century middleclass Americana as expressed in luxuriant red shag carpet, polyester
pants, gingham tablecloths, and hints of down-home family dysfunction.
That Sullivan manages to whip them into something deceptively buoyant
is akin to a form of magic.

Tim Sullivan 2003,
2003//C-print//
30 x 30 in.//courtesy
of the artist//

Left//California Sunset
Billboard, 2005–6//
installation view, Lucky
Tackle, Oakland//
cat. no. 104//
Sullivan//150
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Below//Absolute 187 (a memorial for the 183 victims of homicide in San Francisco and Oakland in 2003), 2004
45-caliber bullets//12 x 4 x 1 1/2 in.//collection of V. Joy Simmons, M.D., Los Angeles

Hank Willis Thomas
Kristin Chambers

A

dvertising in America is founded on the proven notion that the
fastest route to selling goods is to sell the promise of a better,
more glamorous and prosperous lifestyle. If we wear the right

shoes or buy the right jacket, we might find ourselves one small step
closer to the dream of, for instance, being “like Mike.” Hank Willis Thomas
uses the language of consumer giants such as Nike and MasterCard to
underscore the empty promises behind the products and ideals being sold
to African American youth.

Left//Basketball and Chain, 2003//
C-print//96 x 60 in.//courtesy of
the artist; Jack Shainman Gallery,
New York; and Lisa Dent Gallery,
San Francisco//

Thomas’s photo-based work is graphic, to the point, and politically
and historically charged. The source images and graphics that he appropriates are easily recognizable and loaded with meaning, allowing him to
use simple gestures to make a profound point. The legs of a Nike-clad
NBA pro dangle from the top of one photograph, as if in mid–jump shot,
Thomas//153

a (basket)ball and chain attached to his ankle. The image is a pointed critique of a culture in which
“one’s hopes are chained to something beyond one’s reach”1 and of the advertisers who sell false
dreams such as that of escaping poverty through professional sports.
While the imagery employed by Thomas is universal, the works are rooted in something deeply
personal. As he explains, “The majority of this work comes out of the experience of losing my
cousin Songha Thomas Willis—he was killed because he was with someone who was wearing a gold
chain.”2 This tragedy led Thomas to create the arresting short film Winter in America. Made in collaboration with artist Kambui Olujimi, the film is a highly cinematic stop-motion animation in which
a cast of plastic action figures reenact Songha’s murder. The film incorporates all the tropes of
contemporary cinema, from dramatic lighting to a hip soundtrack (featuring Outkast and influential poet-musician-activist Gil Scott-Heron). What stands out is the jarring disconnect between
childhood play and the intense drama of the events depicted. Thomas forces the questions, what

Notes

happened to the innocence of youth and who’s to blame?

1. Hank Willis Thomas, interview

Thomas’s work exposes how the enduring stereotypes of black men in America are inextricably
linked to powerful brands that traffic in what has been called the “cool pose” culture, a culture
that, in Thomas’s words, reinforces the notion that “wealthy, in-shape black men must be dealers,

with Isolde Brielmaier, www.
artistsspace.org/salad_days/
willis_thomas.html.
2. Ibid.
3. Hank Willis Thomas, e-mail

rappers, or ballers.” Just as slaves were branded with marks of ownership, Thomas argues that

correspondence with the

young black men today are similarly enslaved by the trappings of consumer culture, “branded” by

also Richard Majors and Janet

logos and the image they represent. Sociologist Orlando Patterson points to a “Dionysian trap” that

Mancini Billson, Cool Pose: The

lures young black men: “The important thing to note about the subculture that ensnares them is

America (New York: Simon &

3

that it is not disconnected from the mainstream. To the contrary, it has powerful support from

author, March 5, 2006. See

Dilemmas of Black Manhood in
Schuster, 1993).
4. Orlando Patterson, “A Poverty

some of America’s largest corporations. Hip-hop, professional basketball, and homeboy fashions are

of the Mind,” New York Times,

as American as cherry pie.”4 Thomas reminds us that those who buy into this subculture do so at

March 26, 2006.

the cost of their freedom and, in some cases, their lives.

Scarred Chest, 2003//
cat. no. 109//

Hank Willis Thomas and Kambui Olujimi//
stills from Winter in America, 2005//
cat. no. 111//

Left//X, 2003//XX//

Branded Head, 2003//
cat. no. 107//
Thomas//154
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Below//A Gift for Luiza, 2006
Cat. no. 113

Nicolau Vergueiro
Rita Gonzalez

The monument is crepe paper and silver.
Caetano Veloso, “Tropicália”

Left//Outside Looking In
(Ambulatory Wardrobe), 2003
(detail)//fabric, wood, foam, paint,
patches, mirror, acrylic, ribbons,
fake ceramic, rope, and vinyl//
58 x 63 x 51 in.//courtesy of the
artist and David Kordansky Gallery,
Los Angeles//

N

icolau Vergueiro uses the words extractions and agglomerations to
describe the types of sculptures that he produces.1 His formations

of fabric, acrylic, and other plastic accoutrements seek to, in the

words of the artist, destabilize the “hierarchy of materials.” With their
broad references to fashion, music, design, and art history, Vergueiro’s
sculptures commingle the polemical and the decorative, the ideological
and the flashy.
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A Gift for Luiza, 2006
(back view)//cat. no.
113//
Born in New York and raised in Brazil until
he was a teen, Vergueiro returned to the United
States for middle school and went on to study
art at the University of California, Los Angeles,
and California Institute of the Arts. He speaks

Ins and Outs of Digging Deep,
2006//particle board, wood,
Plexiglas, mirror, paint, plastic, fabric,
ribbons, Gorilla Glue, liquid silver,
friendly plastic, gold leaf, crayon,
clay, staples, seeds, holographic
stickers//54 x 25 1/2 x 25 1/2
in.//courtesy of the artist and David
Kordansky Gallery//

of his relationship to mid-twentieth-century
avant-garde movements like Tropicalia, postminimalism, and feminism in an attached but not
nostalgic manner. His mother is from Bahia—the
northeastern area that produced many of
Tropicalia’s musicians, filmmakers, and artists—
and his family has connections to the movement
through their own creative pursuits. But rather
than simply appropriating an aesthetic legacy,
Vergueiro’s work moves outward from the

Outside Looking In (Ambulatory Wardrobe),
2005//fabric, wood, foam, paint, patches, mirror,
acrylic, ribbons, fake ceramic, rope, vinyl//
58 x 63 x 51 in.//courtesy of the artist and
David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles//

concerns of the Brazilian avant-garde and into
a quizzical and at times delirious play with

A Thousand Openings,
2006//fabric, glue,
plastic//56 x 44 1/2
in.//courtesy of
the artist and David
Kordansky Gallery, Los
Angeles//

materials and memories.
Aware of his work’s connection to
the folkloric and the handmade, Vergueiro
attentively arranges polarizing elements—soft
and hard, high and low, masculine and feminine—
in a nonfusionary way. Fabric cuttings are
reworked and choreographed into exquisite

television screen, and the vanity table. All these portals can lead from
the profane and pop to the realm of the shrine or the altar. By “assigning
extraordinary things to an object,” he acknowledges the importance
of Afro-Brazilian religions such as candomblé, but the profane and the
excessive are just as pivotal. Some of his works reference popular fandom

assemblages that hang on the wall (as in his

and cultlike adoration of soap opera stars or pop icons—Gal Costa, for

recent wall “corsages”) and over floor supports

example, in his floor sculpture Meu Nome É Gal (Sangue Tupy) (2003). As Bruce

(Inside Skin Circa ’73, 2005). He is interested in the

Hainley writes, the piece escapes “modish fey hippiedom by channeling

marginal and the tacky, and enchanted by the

something ancient (think Tupy) while using the magic of today’s materials

notion that lowly, bargain-bin materials can be

and paying heed to the particular form of ‘softened’ Minimalism.”2
In A Gift for Luiza (2006), two alert papier-mâché Siamese cats emerge

made into exquisite diva objects. He also seeks
out luxurious materials to evoke decadent,

from an opening box form. Vergueiro hoped to prolong the moment of

overdone articulations of wealth—call it bling or

rapturous anticipation before the object is unwrapped, which is almost

call it baroque.

more exciting than the actual revelation of the gift. He describes this

Notes

floor piece and other recent works as “extracted or exposed moment[s]”

1. All quotations from the artist

Vergueiro seeks to create “continually
entertaining” objects. The sculptural frames
and forms are entry points into an intertextual
terrain that references the album cover, the
Vergueiro//158

Model for Apotheosis, 2006//wire mesh, plaster cloth, mirror, fabric,
plastic, glass, metal, paint, spray paint, liquid silver, mirrored colored
Plexiglas, wood//47 x 40 x 23 in.//courtesy of the artist and David
Kordansky Gallery//

drawn from his memory and rendered in a highly symbolic manner. The
sculpture—constructed from ribbons, silk-screened fabrics, and small,
magical trinkets—emerges as the revelatory moment.

are from a conversation with
the author, April 9, 2006.
2. Bruce Hainley, “Nicolau
Vergueiro,” Artforum 42 (March
2004): 189.
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Below//Still from Pentegoet Park (The Terrible Ones), 2006
Cat. no. 117

Goody-B. Wiseman
Karen Moss

G

oody-B. Wiseman’s artistic production includes drawings, sculptural
installations, videos, and performance. Whether printed or
performed, language is at the core of her work. Wiseman uses

funny, disturbing, and resonant texts to construct narratives—some
grounded in personal experience and her own subjectivity, others derived
from historical sources that remix facts into fiction.
In the mid-1990s, after seeing Sophie Calle’s Double Blind, Wiseman
started making videos. The works in her compilation of short videos
called Fast, Deluxe, and Cheap (2001–4) deal with female subjectivity,

Left//Stills from Beginner’s Curse
for Sluts and Psychopaths, 2002–3//
under cat. no. 116//

male-female relationships, and the futility of language. For example, in
Beginner’s Curse for Sluts and Psychopaths (2003), she performs a retelling
of “Snow White” that “explores the awful site of clash between the
Wiseman//161

perception of self and the self’s construction.”1 Keeping Her Cool features
two stuffed animals, surrogates for a man and a woman who are
engaged in a seemingly endless fight. As responses oscillate and the
music reaches a crescendo, we anxiously await the inevitable endgame.
These videos recall a 1990s postadolescent, fast and dirty, bad-girl
aesthetic, but Wiseman is not cynical or nihilistic; instead she posits an
empathic postfeminist subjectivity.
In recent works Wiseman references infamous incidents—such as the
young Lizzie Borden killing her parents in 1892 or actor Fatty Arbuckle’s
1921 rape and murder of starlet Virginia Rappe—and reconstructs them
into installations combining sculpture, photographs, drawings, and video.
Through her reconstructions of aspects of these incidents, she references
how the media spectacularizes sordid events and the public consumes or
celebrates both infamy and tragedy.
Wiseman’s new series Superlovestarpower (2006) recasts iconic album

Still from Keeping Her Cool,
2001–2//under cat. no. 116//

Stills from Superlovestarpower (2, 3,
and 4), 2006//cat. no. 118//

cover photographs featuring Simon and Garfunkel, Bob Dylan, Yoko Ono,
and the like as short films. Wiseman reimagines these now well-known
snapshots in linear time, complicating the nostalgia usually associated
with them. Interspersing celebrated icons with unknown narratives, these
videos are beautiful, alarming, funny, and perplexing.
In Pentegoet Park (The Terrible Ones) (2006), Wiseman draws on Enlightenment-era accounts of feral children, who represented an unprecedented opportunity for social scientists to study the “essential nature”
of humankind. The artist encounters a colony of feral children who were
once the subject of such study but have escaped their captors and found
refuge from the pressures of civilization. Using a museological display,
the installation includes the artist’s pseudo-anthropological drawings
and texts, along with biographies, photographs, and poignant videos

No More Drinking/No
More Long Distance
Calls, 2005 (detail)//
lithograph//8 1/8 x 11
7/16 in.//courtesy of
the artist//

documenting the wild children. The texts that translate the youths’ primitive language
into coherent histories and defiant statements are an elegant and humorous reflection
on the problems and pitfalls of civilization.
Wiseman’s work is about the nature of humanity revealed through language. Her
influences include classic literature, the experimental fiction of Kathy Acker and John
Barth, early conceptual art, and the feminist performances of Eleanor Antin and Adrian
Piper. Whether taking the personal/performative trajectory or constructing appropri-

Saint Francis Hotel, Suite
1221, 2006//installation
view, artist’s studio//
courtesy of the artist//
Wiseman//162

ated/fictionalized histories, she carefully chooses the appropriate modalities and media
for her narratives. Her pithy videos are like short poems or parables, while her installa-

Notes
1. Goody-B. Wiseman, artist’s

tions function as “freeze-frames” extracted from full-length theatrical dramas or epic

statement from her Web site,

films. Ultimately her work blends irony, tragedy, and comedy as it elicits empathy.

power.com/vid_2_sluts.html.

http://www.superlovestar-
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Below//Go Tell It . . . , 2001
Light-jet print//48 x 60 in.//courtesy of the artist and Anna Helwing Gallery, Los Angeles

Mario Ybarra Jr.
Jan Tumlir

I

n recent years Mario Ybarra Jr. has become increasingly visible as a key
member of the loose coalition of independently minded but locally
operating artists and organizations that are redefining the ethnic

profile of “high culture” in Southern California. If one underlying ambition

Left//Throw Your Hands Up . . .
Surrender, 2005//C-print//60 x 48
in.//courtesy of the artist and Anna
Helwing Gallery, Los Angeles//

can be attributed to his work overall, it would have to do with reducing
the gap that continues to divide the art world’s center from its various
peripheries. Sharing the interests of those who constitute an “outside”
to the institutionally sanctioned, still mostly white and mostly male elite
Ybarra//165

of art world “insiders,” Ybarra has assumed the role of the “minority artist” with a verve that both
confirms expectations and explodes them. In this sense, his approach is most closely related to that

Capistran, Ybarra founded Slanguage,

of the contemporary comic who stereotypes his or her own cultural alterity with such acuteness

an alternative space devoted to the

that a mainstream audience is itself bound to feel somewhat excluded. Rather than rallying around

production and exhibition of the

the rainbow flag of multiculturalism to merge individual voices into a unified chorus of reproach,

sort of cultural feedback loops that

Ybarra’s modus is all about specificity: constructing the ultimate outsider’s in-joke.

slang as such epitomizes. Scanning

Thus for Ybarra it is no longer strictly a matter of proactively combating those social inequi-

Chalino, 2004//colored
pencil on paper//20 x
16 in.//courtesy of the
artist and Anna Helwing
Gallery, Los Angeles//

In 2002, with artist Juan

the urban landscape as an original

ties that the art world shares with the world at large; increasingly, attention is drawn toward

text composed at the juncture of

specific aesthetic effects of cultural isolation as well as contamination. Accordingly, he has tended

numerous disparate sign systems,

to mine those free-trade interzones where the exchange of ethnic signs and symbologies is kicked

the Slanguage team set about to

into overdrive: hip-hop and dj culture, gang culture, street fashion, sports collectibles, kustom kars,

isolate and reframe the densest

comics, and so on. His take on all of the above is neither protectionist nor explicitly critical; a latter-

and most auspiciously unfathom-

day Duchampian, he presents his found objects both “straight” (as with the extensive archive of

able symbolic overlays for aesthetic

rave flyers and mix tapes assembled by friend and dj Haven Perez and shown in the Uncertain States

purposes. Graffiti, advertising,

of America exhibition at the Astrup Fearnley Museum of Modern Art in Oslo last year) and “assisted”

and the custom-made heraldry of

(as with the collection of “Vato Action Figures” that he produced with the common tools of the

the corner store—all are grist for

modeling enthusiast in 1997, at the start of his career).

the mill. More recently, Ybarra has
assumed control of an actual barbershop as another archive-of-sorts,
this time both of and in the urban
environment. With its particular

The Belmont Ruins, 2006//installation
view, Consider This . . ., Los Angeles County
Museum of Art//

history of negotiating the cosmetic
needs of an ethnically diverse
clientele, it will provide a suitably
complex backdrop to an art that has
itself identified miscegenation as the
only way forward.

For All I Know He
Had My Friend Angel
Killed . . . , 2005//
performance, Art
Basel Miami//

Go Tell It . . . , 2001//light-jet
print//48 x 60 in.//courtesy
of the artist and Anna Helwing
Gallery, Los Angeles//
The Belmont Ruins,
2006//installation view,
Consider This . . .,
Los Angeles County
Museum of Art//
Ybarra//166
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Below//Untitled (WP_20–22), 2004
Cat. no. 122

Amir Zaki
Jan Tumlir

A

mir Zaki has become known for a kind of image that flickers
uncannily among various genres, such as landscape, architecture,
and still life, as well as a range of disciplines and discourses.

Left//Untitled (OH_19), 2004//
Ultrachrome archival photograph//
58 x 45 in.//courtesy of the artist;
Roberts & Tilton, Los Angeles; James
Harris Gallery, Seattle; and Perry
Rubenstein Gallery, New York//

Working primarily with a large-format camera and scaled-up prints, he
is indebted to a photographic legacy that links the empirical, quasiutilitarian aspirations of the Weimar Neue Sachlichkeit with its more
sublimely minded contemporary derivatives. What happens between
these two eras, of course, is the “visual turn,” the modernist insistence on
the specific demands of medium as the philosophical “first principle” of
Zaki//169

art production giving way to a discussion of the imaging process as a point of commonality among all media. Zaki follows this turn with photographs that liberally borrow
from a host of neighboring categories, such as advertising and cinema.
Last year, for instance, Zaki produced a Sunset Strip billboard that fully mobilized
the sort of erotic-acquisitive gaze that is more typically compelled by the very latest
consumer items, yet no such thing was on offer here. Instead, we were treated to
the vaguely pregnant spectacle of a ball falling toward a swimming pool, viewed from
above. This faux ad—with its round ball framed by the rectangular pool, itself jauntily
tilted within the larger frame of the image—could be seen as both the record of an
event, dynamically sliced out of the space-time continuum, and a static abstraction.
Though consistently culled from a “Better Homes and Gardens” repertoire of
Southern Californian domesticity—one that touches on all four of Reyner Banham’s
famous “ecologies”: surfurbia, foothills, the plains of the id, autopia—Zaki’s subject
matter is subjected to a panoply of treatments. Whether the camera stands outside or

gains entry, in relation to the private space of
the home it is always somewhat of an intruder—

Untitled, 2006//
Ultrachrome archival
photograph//45 x
57 1/4 in.//courtesy
of the artist//

Untitled (46–47), 2005//
cat. no. 124//

as, by implication, are we. Craning down on the
backyard, tilting up on the front, or else at eye
level inside, the viewer is forced to assume a
succession of complexly articulated positions in
regard to the private world at the other end of
the lens.
Moreover, this confrontation between
photography as a virtual extension of public
interest and architecture as the literal enclosure
of private desire takes on an increasingly
paradoxical edge in light of their structural
conformities: both are cameras, rooms, with
apertures seeing out. This common element
allows for all sorts of fantastical speculation,
which Zaki materializes via a host of postproduction effects. For instance, the “classically L.A.”
model of the modernist hilltop home jutting
heroically over a sheer drop is rendered all the
more precarious by the fact that he has digitally
erased the cantilevered supports that would
normally hold it in place.
Inside the house, further evidence of
psycho-physiological tinkering: almost seamlessly,
a fireplace has been sealed shut; former
openings, systematically stopped up. And finally,

Untitled (62–63), 2005//
Ultrachrome archival
photograph//45 x 57 1/4
in.//courtesy of the artist;
Roberts & Tilton, Los Angeles;
and Perry Rubenstein Gallery,
New York//
Zaki//170

as a punch line of sorts to this increasingly
convoluted joke, we are reminded of the fact
that we are witnessing these anxious scenarios
within yet another architectural enclosure,

Untitled, 2006//cat. no. 125//

the “white cube” of the gallery, a literal dream
machine in which windows have been replaced
with pictures.
Zaki//171

Works in the Exhibition

SCOLI ACOSTA
Born 1973, Los Angeles
Kansas City Art Institute, Kansas City, Missouri,
1992–94
Ultimate Akademie, Cologne, Germany,
1995–97
Lives and works in Los Angeles and Paris
1

Untitled, 2006
Mixed-media installation
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Daniel Reich Gallery,
New York

ANDY ALEXANDER
Born 1974, Los Angeles
BFA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 1996
MFA, Art Center College of Design, Pasadena,
California, 1999
Lives and works in Los Angeles
2

CHRISTOPHER BALLANTYNE
Born 1972, Mobile, Alabama
BFA, University of South Florida,
Tampa, 1997
MFA, San Francisco Art Institute, 2002
Lives and works in San Francisco

16 Still Life in the Observatory (Perspective/
		 Composition Study after Le Corbusier,
		 Interior of a Model Dwelling Unit, Salon
		 des Artistes Décorateurs, L’Esprit 		
		 Nouveau, a Pipe, an Ashtray, a Cigar Box,
		 and a Tobacco Tin, 1929), 2006

Gelatin silver print
48 x 60 in.
Courtesy of the artist; China Art Objects,
Los Angeles; and Wallspace, New York

Untitled (Additions), 2004

Bull.Miletic
Synne Bull

Untitled, Drain (Gloryhole), 2005

Born 1973, Oslo, Norway
Philosophy and Theory of Science,
University of Oslo in Bali, Indonesia, 1997
History and Theory of Theater,
University of Oslo, Norway, 1998
BFA, San Francisco Art Institute, 2000
MFA, San Francisco Art Institute, 2003
Lives and works in San Francisco and
Oslo, Norway

Untitled (Labyrinth), 2005
Acrylic on birch panel
36 x 48 in.
Private collection

Untitled, Parking Lot (Landing
		 Strip), 2005
6

Dragan Miletic

Acrylic and graphite on panel
16 x 12 in.
Private collection
7

8

Born 1970, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia
BFA, Academy of Fine Arts, Novi Sad,
Yugoslavia, 1997
MFA, San Francisco Art Institute, 2000
Lives and works in San Francisco and
Oslo, Norway

Untitled, Practice, 2005
Acrylic and graphite on panel
20 x 16 in.
Private collection

Untitled wall painting, 2006
Acrylic and latex on wall
Dimensions variable
Private collection

Walead Beshty
Born 1976, London
BFA, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson,
New York, 1999
MFA, Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut, 2002
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Photographs from the series
Terra Incognita
9 Island Flora #1 (Rte. 5, South
		 Bound), 2005
10 Island Flora #2 (Rte. 210, North Bound,
		 La Tuna Canyon), 2005
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21

22
23
24

18

Heaven Can Wait, 2001–present
Single-channel video
Duration variable
Courtesy of the artists

19

Whir, 2002
Single-channel video
12 min.
Courtesy of the artists

20

Island of the Pelicans, 2003
Two-channel video installation
20 min. loop
Courtesy of the artists

33 The Folding Up, 2003
		 From the Dead Democracy Letters series

C-prints mounted on Sintra
32 x 40 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Wallspace, New York
34 Landscape Incarceration, 2003
		 From the Dead Democracy Letters series

C-prints mounted on Sintra
32 x 40 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Wallspace, New York

Broken Morning, 2006
Site-specific installation
Poured acrylic on adhesive sign film with carved
foam, velvet flock, plastic, and found objects
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

MLK, Double-Horizon, 2003
		 From the Dead Democracy Letters series

Paintings from the Wasabi Series
Wasabi Sky (spikes), 2006
Wasabi Sunrise, 2006
Wasabi Sunset, 2006

36 USA, 2003
		 From the Dead Democracy Letters series

Acrylic on canvas
48 x 36 in. each
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

17 Still Life in the Observatory (Perspective/
		 Composition Study after Le Corbusier,
		 Villa Savoye at Poissy, Toit-Jardin Looking
		 Southwest, Grey Hat, Sunglasses, and
		 Two Indeterminate Objects, 1931), 2006

Acrylic and graphite on panel
48 x 36 in.
Private collection
5

Born 1963, Isle of Man, United Kingdom
BA, Cheltenham School of Art,
England, 1987
MA, University of Idaho, Moscow, 1990
MFA, University of Nevada, Los Vegas, 1994
Lives and works in Santa Barbara, California

Gelatin silver print
38 x 50 in.
Courtesy of the artist; China Art Objects,
Los Angeles; and Wallspace, New York

Acrylic and ink on birch panel
36 x 48 in.
Private collection
4

Jane Callister

Color photographs
98 x 36 in. each
Courtesy of the artist; China Art Objects,
Los Angeles; and Wallspace, New York

Read More, Work Less, 2005
Vinyl wallpaper, wood, Plexiglas, books
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and MC, Los Angeles

3

11 Island Flora #3 (Rte. 5 South Bound,
		 Los Feliz Interchange), 2005
12 Island Flora #4 (Rte. 110 and Rte. 10 		
		 Interchange), 2005
13 Island Flora #5 (Rte. 405 and Rte. 10 		
		 Interchange), 2005
14 Island Flora #6 (Rte. 101 South
		 Bound), 2005
15 Island Flora #7 (Service Rte. 1), 2005

C-prints mounted on Sintra
32 x 40 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Wallspace, New York

25

38

40

Five luster prints on Plexiglas
31 x 41 1/4 in. each
Courtesy of the artist

Born 1971, Englewood, New Jersey
BA, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, New
York, 1993
MFA, Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut, 2000
Lives and works in Los Angeles
32 The Doom, 2003
		 From the Dead Democracy Letters series

C-prints mounted on Sintra
32 x 40 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Wallspace, New York

Born 1975, Copenhagen, Denmark
MA, Institut d’Etudes Politiques de
Paris, 1998
MFA, University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, 2004
Lives and works in Los Angeles
45

46

Born 1959, Detroit
BFA, Center for Creative Studies,
Detroit, 1983
Lives and works in Berkeley, California
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

59

Selection of new paintings, 2006
Oil on canvas
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Marc Foxx Gallery,
Los Angeles

47

60

Infantile Couple, 2004
Acrylic on rag board
18 x 21 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

61

The Liberator, 2004
Acrylic on wood panel
23 3/4 x 19 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

62

The Pacific Islander, 2004
Acrylic on wood panel
23 3/4 x 24 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

63
64
65

The Procession (An Iranian), 2005
The Procession (A Filipino), 2005
The Procession (A Liberian), 2005
Acrylic on rag board
30 x 40 in. each
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

Excerpts (May have), 2006
Mixed-media installation of books, prints,
shelves, found objects, photographs, sculpture,
lamps, table, benches, and wall
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist

Cambria Historical Society, 2003
Acrylic on Masonite
19 x 23 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

Shana Lutker
Born 1978, Northport, New York
BA, Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island, 2000
MFA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 2005
Lives and works in Los Angeles

KA-35, 2002
KAMOV AK 1943, 2002
MIL MI-6 HOOK-A, 2002
MIL MI-7, 2002
MIL MI-10 HARKE, 2002
MIL MI-24 HIND-C, 2002
MIL MI-30, 2002
PZL SWIDNIK W-3 SOKOL, 2002
ROBINSON R22, 2002
SA 341–342 GAZELLE, 2002
Acrylic on wood panel
11 x 13 3/4 in. each
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

The Purple Cloud (Sunscreen), 2006
Vinyl installation
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist

Born 1978, Kansas City, Missouri
BFA, Kansas City Art Institute, Kansas City,
Missouri, 2000
MFA, Art Center College of Design, Pasadena,
California, 2003
Lives and works in Sierra Madre, California
41

Purple Cloud, 2006
Video installation
Courtesy of the artist

Brian Fahlstrom

31 Sergio De La Torre and Vicky Funari 		
		 Maquilapolis, 2005

Shannon Ebner

Untitled, 2006
Mixed-media installation
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Gallery Paule Anglim,
San Francisco

01–05, 2000–2005

16mm film and digital video
68 min.
A project of Creative Capital; produced in association with ITVS. Supported by a grant from the
Sundance Institute Documentary Fund

Martin McMurray

Marie Jager
Born 1978, Berkeley, California
BFA, San Francisco Art Institute, 2002
MFA, Stanford University, Stanford,
California, 2006
Lives and works in Berkeley, California

From here it will be everything, 2006
Mixed media
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist; Gregory Lind Gallery,
San Francisco; and Jeff Bailey Gallery, New York

Deep Shit, 2006
Installation
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Max Wigram
Gallery, London

Ala Ebtekar

Sergio De La Torre

26–30
		 Paisajes

44

C-print mounted on Sintra
20 1/2 x 23 9/16 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Wallspace, New York

Installation with video, selection of chlorophyll
prints, and resin photographs
Overall dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Haines Gallery,
San Francisco

Tidal Wretch, 2005
Enamel on canvas
96 x 72 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Max Wigram
Gallery, London

39 RAW WAR, 2004
		 From the Dead Democracy Letters series

Life: One Week’s Dead, 2006

Born 1967, National City, California
BFA, California College of the Arts,
San Francisco, 1996
MFA, University of California,
San Diego, 2005
Lives and works in San Diego and Oakland

43

On the Way to Paradise, 2004
10 C-prints
14 x 11 in. each
Courtesy of the artist and Wallspace, New York

48

Urban Revival, 2005

Born 1973, Taichung, Taiwan
BA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 1996
MA, Goldsmiths College, University of
London, 2004
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Dismantled-Peace-Sign, 2004
C-print mounted on Sintra
40 9/16 x 32 1/8 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Wallspace, New York

Born 1973, Troy, New Jersey
BFA, Ohio University, Athens, 1997
MFA, San Francisco State University, 2002
Lives and works in San Francisco

Pearl C. Hsiung

C-prints mounted on Sintra
32 x 40 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Wallspace, New York
37

Christian Maychack

Born 1973, Washington, D.C.
BA, Georgetown University, Washington,
D.C., 1994
MFA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 2003
MA/PhD candidate, University of California,
Santa Cruz
Lives and works in Los Angeles
Red velvet sofas and audio
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Lisa Dent Gallery,
San Francisco

35

Binh Danh
Born 1977, Kien Giang, Vietnam
BFA, San Jose State University, San Jose,
California, 2002
MFA, Stanford University, Stanford,
California, 2004
Lives and works in San Jose, California

42

Kianga Ford

66
67
68

The Procession (A Pakistani), 2005
The Procession (A Spaniard), 2005
The Procession (A Yugoslavian), 2005
Acrylic on rag board
30 x 40 in. each
The West Collection, Oaks, PA

69

The Procession (A Cambodian), 2006
Gouache on rag board
30 x 40 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects
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70
71

The Procession (A Central African), 2006
The Procession (A Congolese), 2006
Acrylic on rag board
30 x 40 in. each
Courtesy of the artist and Susanne Vielmetter
Los Angeles Projects

72

82

74

Born 1977, Reading, Pennsylvania
BFA, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1999
MFA, California College of Arts and Crafts,
Oakland, 2001
Lives and works in San Francisco

Odium, Black, 2004

Upside-Down Exclamation Point, 2005

Lordy Rodriguez

Aluminum, paint, Formica
120 x 40 x 35 in.
The Paul Rusconi Collection, Los Angeles
76

Alligator Shoes/George Lucas, 2006
Bronze
4 x 8 x 10 in.
Collection of J. Ben Bourgeois

77

Kalifornia Über Alles, 2006
Video
2:20 min.
Courtesy of the artist

78

Mikey, 2006
Bronze
32 x 24 x 12 in.
Collection of J. Ben Bourgeois

79

Victor (rat trap), 2006
Bronze
20 x 22 x 14 in.
Courtesy of the artist

My Barbarian
Malik Gaines
Born 1973, Visalia, California
BA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 1996
MFA, California Institute of the Arts,
Valencia, 1999
Lives and works in Los Angeles
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America, 2002
Ink on paper
23 1/4 x 39 in.
Collection of D. Scott Olivet, Laguna Beach

85

Found Fabric Print 2/True Love Always/
		 Trans Los Angeles, 2005
92

Lambda print with Plexiglas mount
59 1/2 x 48 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Marc Foxx Gallery,
Los Angeles
93

86

94

87

95

Ink on paper
40 x 40 in.
Collection of Nancy Joachim Bechtle,
San Francisco
88

Salt Flat Desert Valley, 2006
Ink on paper
3 panels, 60 x 36 in. each
Courtesy of the artist and Hosfelt Gallery,
San Francisco

Arturo Ernesto Romo
Born 1980, Los Angeles
BFA, Maryland Institute College of Art,
Baltimore, 2002
Lives and works in Los Angeles
89 FLOATING BUILDING CALLS FOR A UNION
		 OF BLOOD AND STUCCO (Notes Taken on
		 Site Suggest: Shivver, Shake, Drop and
		 Disappear), 2006

Mixed-media installation
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist

101	“not

a matter of if but when”: brief
records of a time in which expectations
were repeatedly raised and lowered and
people grew exhausted from never knowing if the moment was at hand or was still
to come (record nos. 36, 37, 46, 49, 53,
54), 2006

This System II, 2006

Leslie Shows

The Arrangement of Salts and Metals by
		 Property, 2005
96

Mixed media on panel
48 x 72 in.
Collection of Ann and Robert S. Fisher,
San Francisco
97

102

Salt Mine Storage Facility—
		 Afghans, 2006
98

Mixed media on paper on panel
50 x 36 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Hanley Gallery,
San Francisco and Los Angeles
99 Salt Mine Storage Facility—Matter 		
		 Transference, 2006

Mixed media on paper on panel
52 x 66 in.
Collection of Ann Hatch, San Francisco

110

103

Light-jet print
48 x 96 in.
Courtesy of the artist
104

105

112

Born 1977, New York City
BA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 2000
MFA, California Institute of the Arts,
Valencia, 2002
Lives and works in Los Angeles
113

Born 1974, Beaumont, California
BA, University of California, Riverside, 1996
MFA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 1999
Lives and works in Los Angeles
120

121

115

122

Goody-B. Wiseman
Born 1973, Ellsworth, Maine
BFA, Nova Scotia College of Art and Design,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, 2000
MFA, San Francisco Art Institute, 2005
Lives and works in Los Angeles
116

Fast, Deluxe, and Cheap, 2001–4
Video compilation including Fucked Fucked
Totally Fucked (2004), Keeping Her Cool
(2001–2), Beginner’s Curse for Sluts and
Psychopaths (2003), Samsara (2002), Dear Jim
(2003), Hateful World (2003), and Keeping
Warm (2001)
19 min. (total running time)
Courtesy of the artist and Mandarin Gallery,
Los Angeles

Untitled (WP_20–22), 2004
Ultrachrome archival photograph
57 1/4 x 45 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Perry Rubenstein
Gallery, New York

123

Despalloc, 2005
45 x 171 3/4 in. overall
3 prints, 45 x 57 1/4 in. each, with audio-video
Courtesy of the artist and Perry Rubenstein
Gallery, New York

124

Untitled (46–47), 2005
Ultrachrome archival photograph
38 x 97 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Roberts & Tilton,
Los Angeles

Study on Bodas, 2006
Mixed media
96 x 126 x 10 in.
Courtesy of the artist and David Kordansky
Gallery, Los Angeles

Untitled (OH_04), 2004
Ultrachrome archival photograph
45 x 57 1/4 in.
Collection of Jeffry and Maren Grainger-Monsen

Mundus Novus (hell has a thousand 		
		 entrances), 2006
Installation with fabric, batting, piping
126 x 96 x 48 in.
Courtesy of the artist and David Kordansky
Gallery, Los Angeles

Untitled (FPAP_04), 2004
Ultrachrome archival photograph
18 1/2 x 20 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Perry Rubenstein
Gallery, New York

114

Hank Willis Thomas

Digital C-print
54 1/2 x 51 1/2 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery,
New York

Amir Zaki

A Gift for Luiza, 2006
Particle board, fabric, wire mesh, plaster
cloth, mirror, glitter, paint, spray paint, piping,
ribbons, fur, silver leaf, gold leaf, iron-on
transfers, custom stickers, vinyl, grommets,
plastic, leather
41 x 77 x 69 in.
Courtesy of the artist and David Kordansky
Gallery, Los Angeles

Promoganda, 2006
Mixed-media installation
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Anna Helwing Gallery,
Los Angeles

21st Century Soul Power, 2005–6

Nicolau Vergueiro

Video
2:11 min.
Courtesy of the artist

106 Petey Wheatstraw: The Devil’s Son-in		 Law, 2001/2006

119

Digital C-print
61 1/2 x 47 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery,
New York

Magic Carpet Ride 2006, 2006

Born 1976, Plainfield, New Jersey
BFA, New York University, 1998
MA/MFA, California College of the Arts,
San Francisco, 2004
Lives and works in San Francisco

Born 1973, Los Angeles
BFA, Otis College of Art and Design,
Los Angeles, 1999
MFA, University of California, Irvine, 2001
Lives and works in Wilmington, California

DVD
5:15 min.
Collection of the Orange County Museum of Art

California Sunset Billboard, 2005–6
Photomural and wood
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist

Mario Ybarra Jr.

It’s About Time, 2005

Hank Willis Thomas and Kambui Olujimi 		
		 Winter in America, 2005

Superlovestarpower (2, 3, and 4), 2006
Mixed-media installation with three monitors
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Mandarin Gallery,
Los Angeles

111

Rubik’s Revenge, 2001

At the Ocean Floor, 2005

118

Scarred Chest, 2003

Inkjet print mounted on cardboard
73 x 21 x 15 in.
Courtesy of the artist

Pentegoet Park (The Terrible Ones), 2006
Mixed-media installation
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Mandarin Gallery,
Los Angeles

Digital C-print
44 1/2 x 30 1/4 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery,
New York

C-print
30 x 20 in.
Courtesy of the artist

Brine Pipes, 2005
Mixed media on panel
48 x 84 in.
Collection of Lenore and Richard Niles,
San Francisco

109

Tim Sullivan
Born 1974, Green Bay, Wisconsin
BA, Evergreen State College, Olympia,
Washington, 1999
MFA, San Francisco Art Institute, 2004
Lives and works in San Francisco

117

Jordan and Johnny Walker, 2003
Inkjet print on canvas
21 x 24 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery,
New York

Dual-channel video projection
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artists

Untitled, 2006

Born 1977, Manteca, California
BFA, San Francisco Art Institute, 1999
MFA, California College of the Arts,
San Francisco, 2006
Lives and works in San Francisco

108

Digital inkjet prints
8 x 12 in. each
Courtesy of the artists

PVC, urethane, wood
Dimensions unknown
Courtesy of the artist and Marc Foxx Gallery,
Los Angeles

Carolinas, 2004

Nevada, 2004

HRG Suite, 2006

In Possession of a Picture: a selection of
		 incidents of photographing or videotap		 ing by persons of interest at various
		 sites of interest, referenced with images
		 from other sources, 2005–present

Branded Head, 2003
Digital C-print
60 x 48 in.
Collection of David Alan Grier, Los Angeles

100

Lambda print with Plexiglas mount
69 3/4 x 48 in.
Collection of Sam and Shanit Schwartz

California, 2004

Ink on paper
40 x 34 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Hosfelt Gallery,
San Francisco

Born 1960, Boston
BS, City University of New York, 2001
MFA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 2004
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Collage on paper
9 panels, 52 x 52 in. overall
Collection of the artist

Ink on paper
38 x 52 in.
Collection of D. Scott Olivet, Laguna Beach

Service Metal, 2006
C-print
48 x 46 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Michael
Schultz, Berlin

81

84

Sausage Head, 2006
Bronze
24 x 30 x 24 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Michael
Schultz, Berlin

80

Born 1976, Quezon City, Manila, Philippines
BFA, School of Visual Arts, New York, 1999
Lives and works in San Francisco

David Thorne

Found Fabric Print 1/True Love Always/
		 Trans Los Angeles, 2005

Mundane Journeys (Orange
		 County), 2006
Mixed-media installation with maps
and telephone
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist

Born 1968, Hollywood, California
BA, Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island, 1991
MFA, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York, 1998
Lives and works in Los Angeles

This System, 2004

Lambda print with Plexiglas mount
59 1/2 x 48 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Marc Foxx Gallery,
Los Angeles

107

Julia Meltzer

91

83

Birds/Lewitt, 2005

The Speculative Archive

Lambda print with Plexiglas mount
62 3/8 x 46 in.
Collection of Dean Valentine and Amy Adelson,
Los Angeles

Kate Pocrass

Video
3:38 min.
Courtesy of the artist
75

90

Pagan Rights, 2006
Mixed-media installation
Overall dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artists

Born 1976, Seattle
BA, Central Washington University, Ellensburg,
Washington, 1998
MFA, Claremont Graduate University,
Claremont, California, 2001
Lives and works in Los Angeles and Berlin
Found objects and fiberglass
72 x 48 x 40 in.
Collection of Marcia Goldenfeld Maiten and
Barry David Maiten, Los Angeles

Born 1972, Bittburg, Germany
BFA, School of the Art Institute of
Chicago, 2002
MFA, Art Center College of Design, Pasadena,
California, 2005
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Born 1973, San Diego
BA, University of California,
Los Angeles, 1996
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Joel Morrison

73

Sterling Ruby

Born 1975, Santa Rosa, California
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Alexandro Segade

The Procession (A Zairian), 2006
Acrylic on rag board
30 x 40 in.
The West Collection, Oaks, PA

Jade Gordon

125

Untitled, 2006
Ultrachrome archival pigment print
20 x 20 in.
Courtesy of the artist

126

Untitled, 2006
Ultrachrome archival pigment print
20 x 20 in.
Courtesy of the artist

127

Untitled, 2006
Ultrachrome archival pigment print
45 x 57 1/4 in.
Courtesy of the artist
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